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SUMMARY
The landing of the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) in 2012 demonstrated the limits of
supersonic planetary entry technology through the use of a disk-gap-band parachute de-
ployed from behind the aeroshell capsule. With the eventual goal of sending humans to
Mars, the payload requirements are estimated to increase by a factor of 40, far outside
the current technological envelope. With a density of less than 1% of Earth’s, the Mar-
tian atmosphere makes the task of generating aerodynamic drag very challenging. Larger
aeroshells produce more drag, but the vehicle is then too large to fit as payload inside a
rocket. By utilizing inflatable aerodynamic decelerators, the drag area can be significantly
increased, while the pre-deployed configuration has high packing efficiency.
New technologies bring with them the requirement to study their behavior, and char-
acterize their flight limits. Wind tunnel tests are difficult due to scaling concerns, and
flight tests are costly and time consuming. Thus, accurate computational modeling of the
fluid-structure interactions (FSI) is critical in the development of aerodynamic decelerators.
Much of the current research in FSI focuses on high fidelity analysis, which is often very
computationally expensive, and requires significant user intervention. The current work fills
a niche where the analysis time and human interaction is reduced, by utilizing an adaptive,
Cartesian grid framework for solving the computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
A time accurate, partitioned coupling strategy is employed to study FSI applied to
flexible materials under high dynamic pressure loads. The structural dynamics is solved
using LS-DYNA, and care must be taken at the interface boundary conditions to reduce
numerical errors. The development of this tool has relied on a complete re-write of the
in-house CFD code, NASCART-GT, where significant improvements have been made in
computational performance and efficiency.
xvi
The first set of results explore the numerical accuracy of stationary and prescribed mo-
tion CFD simulations. Supersonic flow over a rigid tension cone demonstrates the accuracy
of the inviscid solver to predict the shock structure and the surface pressure distribution
over a flight relevant configuration. The effects of non-stationary geometries are studied
by examining several configurations. Spatial order of accuracy is explored for the 1-D
translating piston. It is found that in order to maintain similar accuracy to stationary
input geometries, a finer mesh resolution is required for moving geometries to capture the
propagation of shock waves. An important conclusion that is drawn is that the numeri-
cal accuracy decreases as the geometry velocity increases in regions of flow compression,
while the numerical accuracy increases as the geometry velocity increases in regions of flow
expansion. Supersonic flow past a translating diamond airfoil and a translating cylinder
both demonstrate the necessity for robust solution adaption techniques in order to accu-
rately predict multi-dimensional flows. The prescribed pitching motion of a NACA 0012
airfoil in transonic flow validates the capability of the methodology in computing transient
aerodynamic loads.
The next step towards FSI problems examines the rigid body dynamics of a 2-D MSL
capsule. Static aerodynamics are validated against solutions from a reference numerical
solver. Analysis of the free flight motion highlights the importance of solution adaption
and mesh refinement in predicting the time history of the pitch angle. The pitching fre-
quencies show convergence with a mesh refinement study, and the negligible pitch damping
demonstrates the low numerical dissipation that is produced during these simulations.
Time accurate FSI simulations are studied by investigating several physical problems.
The coupling between a simplified 0-D fluid model and an elastic piston provides a means for
validating the numerical accuracy for several coupling strategies up to 2nd order accuracy.
The 1-D problem is then presented, which yields at most 1st order accuracy, as a result of
the 1st order accurate Euler simulations. Next, shock wave interactions with a deforming
panel are simulated, and results demonstrate that the coupling methodology is capable of
accurately predicting the time history of the flowfield pressure and the displacement of the
upper end of the panel.
xvii
The final set of simulations first validate the steady-state FSI of a semi-rigid tension
cone against experimental data. The time accurate, dynamic response of this 3-D prob-
lem is then presented, where notional flight conditions are used. The dynamic response
for these simulations is characterized by studying the displacement and stress histories, as
well as the aerodynamic loads over time. The effects of Mach number and material thick-
ness are explored, demonstrating that the present methodology can serve as a predictive




1.1 Background and Motivation
During the entry, descent, and landing (EDL) phase of a planetary exploration mission,
the process of deceleration and selection of an aerodynamic decelerator is critical. An
aerodynamic decelerator can be any device used to reduce the ballistic coefficient of a
spacecraft, by leveraging the aerodynamic effects of drag. The flight conditions where
such devices are necessary range from transonic to hypersonic Mach numbers. At these
conditions, the device must be designed not only to aerodynamic specifications, but also to
potentially withstand a high heating environment produced in the hypersonic regime. There
are several important goals, which aerodynamic decelerators must be designed to achieve
[26]: (1) the deceleration from supersonic to subsonic speeds, (2) minimization of descent
rate in order to reduce loading on the vehicle, (3) enhance stability, which maintains proper
vehicle orientation, (4) work efficiently with additional aerodynamic deployment devices,
(5) reduce the ballistic coefficient, and (6) increase altitude and timeline in order to allow
for more time to complete the EDL sequence of events.
Various deceleration approaches have been studied, tested, and flown over the past
50 years. The parachute, which has been used for all U.S. planetary entries, is designed
to be deployed at Mach numbers at or below two, depending on the dynamic pressure.
Higher Mach numbers and dynamic pressures, however, have been known to cause greater
instability during parachute inflation [42]. In addition, the drag coefficient of the parachute
decreases with increasing Mach number. Other key parameters in designing a parachute
include the fabric porosity [77] and towing distance [19, 76].
In addition to the aforementioned limitations, parachutes also exhibit an undesirably
significant decrease in drag coefficient in the transonic regime. The characteristic drag
coefficient profile as a function of Mach number is well represented by the plot in Fig. 1,
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which has been re-produced from Refs. [4] and [107]. The drag coefficient is approximately
constant in the subsonic regime, falls significantly near Mach 1, before increasing to a local
maximum at low supersonic Mach numbers.
Figure 1: Parachute drag coefficient variation with Mach number (Ref. [107]).
All planetary entry missions up to the year 1990 did not experience flight conditions
outside of the effective range of applicability for parachutes. These missions included Viking,
Pioneer Venus, and Galilieo. Since 1990, missions have entered the Martian atmosphere,
Titan atmosphere, and Earth’s atmosphere (sample return missions), using disk-gap-band
(DGB) parachutes as their primary deceleration device.
Improvements to parachute technology have been achieved incrementally, over the past
30 years. The limits of this technology have been rapidly approached, as missions require
significant increases in landed mass [11]. The Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) was launched
in 2011, and passed through the Martian atmosphere on its way to the surface in August
2012. In order to land the nearly 900 kg payload safely on the Martian surface, the largest
aeroshell and parachute ever flown was used. With parachute deployment at a higher Mach
number and dynamic pressure than previously flown [23], current and future missions must
perform in uncharted territory.
With the desire to land even larger payloads on Mars and other planets, significant
research and development has been necessary. The two main approaches include deploy-
able decelerators and supersonic retropropulsion (SRP). The latter approach requires the
installation of propulsion devices oriented to produce thrust in the opposite direction of the
vehicle’s motion. The approach driven by deployable decelerators has also been a heavily
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researched concept, and is the motivating configuration for the present work. Specifically,
the technology is referred to as an inflatable aerodynamic decelerator (IAD). An IAD can
be defined as an inflatable device designed to greatly increase drag on an entry vehicle [101].
IADs are classified as being Supersonic IADs (SIAD) or Hypersonic IADs (HIAD). The for-
mer is designed for Mach numbers that fall within the supersonic regime, and must be able
to withstand only minimal heating and moderate to high dynamic pressures. HIADs are
designed to be deployed prior to atmospheric entry, and flown within the hypersonic Mach
regime. The key difference in the latter configuration is that it must be able to withstand
a much higher dynamic pressure and thermal loading.
There are various IAD configurations that have been studied and tested over the years,
each with its own design advantages. IADs are generally broken into two categories: trailing
IADs and attached IADs. Figure 2 shows examples of each kind. The primary attached
IAD configurations are the isotensoid, tension cone, and stacked toroid. The isotensoid has
derived its name from its structural characteristics in that all the fabric stress is uniform
in all directions. The shape was derived by Houtz [51] for a given pressure distribution.
Thus, the shape is designed based on notional flight conditions. The tension cone is based
on a similar concept in that the applied pressure distribution determines the shape. The
shape was derived based on an assumed axisymmetric pressure distribution by Anderson [2].
The underlying intention of this shape is that the shell remains under tension at all times,
assuming that the ratio of circumferential to meridional stress is constant. The advantage of
this is that the structure tends to resist deformations, which has the effect of simplifying the
extent of fluid-structure coupling that is required. One end of the tension cone is attached
to the vehicle while the aft end is attached to a either a rigid or inflated compression ring.
The stacked toroid consists of a series of inflated torii that are layered in increasing size.
A thermal protection system coats the exterior so the forebody becomes a smooth, conical
shape.
Trailing IADs are configurations in which an inflatable device is towed at some distance
behind the primary entry vehicle. Examples of such configurations are also illustrated in
Fig. 2. The shapes can be as simple as a sphere, or be of similar shapes to their attached
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Figure 2: Examples of aerodynamic decelerator configurations [101].
counterparts. The prediction of trailing decelerator dynamics can often be more complex
since the IAD is in the presence of the vehicle’s wake, which may be an unsteady, turbulent
region. Accurate wake flow calculations can come at the cost of expensive computational
effort, but are required to accurately predict the drag performance. Aerodynamic stability
requires extra attention due to the balance of forces between the two-body configuration.
Generally, trailing IADs generate less drag due to the lower pressure within the wake flow
[101]. Smith, et al. [101] provides a comprehensive discussion of the different configurations
and their historical development.
With the need for detailed understanding of new deceleration systems, increased efforts
in experimental and computational analyses are required. The next section describes the re-
cent work that has been undertaken in an effort towards advancing deceleration technology.
This perspective lays the groundwork for the needs and requirements to further advance
this area of research.
1.2 Computational Overview
Over the past couple decades, various efforts have been focused on the advancement of
computational analyses, experimental testing, and flight testing. Computational analysis
has increasingly become more capable in simulating both the complex flow environments,
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as well as the ability to couple multiple disciplines to provide more accurate simulations.
Experimental testing has predominantly consisted of static measurements, but with the
increased need to validate unsteady FSI, time-varying measurements are desirable.
An overview of the current state of aerodynamic decelerator FSI was presented at the
2011 AIAA Aerodynamic Decelerator Systems Technology Conference and Seminar [91].
The AIAA-ADS (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics - Aerodynamic De-
celerator Systems) sub-committee on Advanced Modeling Development and Validation pre-
pared a white paper exploring the current computational modeling capabilities of FSI tools
for applications such as parachutes and inflatable decelerators. Details regarding the nu-
merical requirements for running such simulations were discussed, and current challenges
were highlighted. One of the most important requirements is for the development of exper-
imental databases that can lead to proper verification and validation of numerical models.
Several challenges were highlighted including the highly nonlinear nature of large structural
deformations, largely varying Mach regimes, and research overhead. The continued research
provided by the present work also provides a significant contribution to the body of FSI
work, that the sub-committee has been seeking.
Rohrschneider [93] developed a multi-fidelity analysis tool to investigate the aeroelastic
behavior in the continuum, transitional, and rarefied flow regimes. The low fidelity aerody-
namic analysis used the developed tool called the Moving Boundary Simple Aerodynamics
(MBSA) code. The code combined the modified Newtonian approach in the continuum
regime with the collisionless DSMC method developed by Bird [8]. The high fidelity aero-
dynamics in this analysis refers to the inviscid perfect gas computation using NASCART-GT
in the continuum regime and DAC [66] in the transitional and rarefied flow regimes. Sev-
eral structural analysis codes were investigated, with LS-DYNA [25] producing the most
consistent solutions for thin-filmed materials. A static aeroelastic analysis was performed
on two geometries for the continuum and transitional flow regimes using the low and high
fidelity approach. An example of these results is shown in Fig. 3, where the structural
response is shown to the left and the flowfield is shown to the right. A low fidelity flutter
analysis was performed, requiring a time coupling approach. The suggestions for future
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work included the addition of high temperature aerothermal effects, and the coupling of a
thermal response analysis. In addition, a high-fidelity, dynamic, aeroelastic analysis was
suggested.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: IAD configuration for FEA and CFD for a contiuum simulation [93]. The struc-
tural dynamics solution computed using LS-DYNA is shown in (a), while the flowfield
solution computed using NASCART-GT is shown in (b).
Lee [68] expanded the inviscid capability of NASCART-GT to include thermochemical
nonequilibrium. With this capability, the IAD configuration (referred to as a ballute in [93])
explored by Rohrschneider was re-analyzed. An example flow solution can be seen in Fig.
4. A static aeroelastic analysis was performed using this aerodynamic solution, coupled
with LS-DYNA.
In addition to a series of experimental work, Clark [23] used CFD to compute steady-
state flows over a supersonic tension cone decelerator. The work presented inviscid results
using NASCART-GT, and laminar viscous results using the overset capabilities of the struc-
tured solver, OVERFLOW [18]. The inviscid calculations yielded accurate bow shock shape
and location, as well as fore-body pressure, but demonstrated larger inaccuracies in the aft-
body region. The wake of the tension cone is heavily governed by viscous flow phenomena
that cannot be captured by an inviscid solver. The viscous analysis showed that the wake
region could be captured with much higher accuracy, including near perfect agreement in
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the aft-body pressure distributions for Mach numbers up to 3 and angles of attack up to
20o. However, it was suggested that higher Mach numbers and angles of attack likely led to
transition to a turbulent boundary layer on the leeward portion of the tension cone. The
computational work only studied the flow about the final deformed shape in order to char-
acterize the level of fidelity required. Suggested future work consisted of a comprehensive
validation of structural dynamics codes, with the goal of coupling the fluid dynamics and
structural dynamics for static validation of supersonic IAD configurations.
Figure 4: Example flow solution presented by Lee [68], in which chemical nonequilibrium
has been accounted for. N2 mole fractions are shown on x-plane and N mole fractions on
y-plane.
The work presented by Tanner [107] aimed to address these issues. The structural
dynamics was solved using LS-DYNA, based on the previous studies by Rohrschneider
[93], demonstrating the applicability of LS-DYNA for thin-filmed membranes. An extensive
analysis was performed using LS-DYNA with the purpose of understanding the most optimal
input options for the current application. Analyses were compared with theoretical results
in order to provide a set of best practices. The aerodynamic analysis used FUN3D, an
unstructured Navier-Stokes solver, developed at NASA Langley Research Center. The
motivation behind choosing this code was its ability to accurately compute viscous flow
features in the wake, adaptively align the mesh to the flow gradients, and incorporate
various turbulence models. Additionally, there exists the capability of mesh deformation
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based on solid body movement. The two analysis codes were loosely coupled to produce
steady-state FSI simulations, and the process consisted of running each solver to convergence
before iterating on the coupling process.
Gidzak [41] has demonstrated a partitioned, tightly coupled method between the un-
structured, finite volume solver, US3D [87, 31], and an explicit finite difference membrane
solver. The structural solver was developed specifically for his thesis work, since any of
the tested finite element solvers presented difficulty in computing the parachute dynamics.
This approach required a method for performing grid deformation, based on structural dis-
placements. A DGB parachute configuration was analyzed for MSL entry using a static
parachute that was allowed to pitch and yaw in a two-dimensional plane. The pressure and
viscous forces acting on the parachute surface drove this two degree of freedom motion.
The grid resolution in the turbulent wake of the MSL vehicle played a key role in capturing
the unsteady flowfield that drives the parachute motion. Additionally, small time steps
were required in order to capture the pressurization cycle, leading to long computational
times to resolve the parachute dynamics. A tension cone IAD was also investigated for a
notional Mars entry. The simulation accounted for the interaction between the fluid flow,
structural dynamics, and used a 1-D heat transfer model at the surface. It was found, for
the analyzed conditions, that there would be no material failure due to stress or thermal
loading. It was noted that the grid deformation approach only works for deformations that
are not too large, as well as for cases in which there are no joining or splitting of surfaces.
In that case, re-meshing would be required, which can often be computationally expensive,
and introduces concerns with respect to interpolating onto the new grid. Additional areas of
concern that were raised include the effects of varying conditions along the entry trajectory.
A comparison between the start and end times of an FSI simulation may correspond to
largely varying conditions along the trajectory. Additionally, the deceleration of the vehicle
introduces a changing reference frame that theoretically should be accounted for.
The analysis of a supersonic disk-gap-band parachute was presented by Karagiozis, et
al. [56] as a demonstration of coupling between a Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) and a
structural membrane solver. Simulations were computed for conditions corresponding to
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wind tunnel experiments performed by NASA [100]. The configuration of interest was a
disk-gap-band parachute attached to an aeroshell capsule as seen in Fig. 5. The flow was
modeled using the compressible LES equations on a Cartesian mesh with adaptive mesh
refinement (AMR). The structural dynamics was modeled using Kirchohff-Love thin-shell
theory, treating the structure as a membrane with non-zero bending stiffness. The fluid
dynamic boundary conditions were enforced using the ghost-fluid-method (GFM) [36] and
the level set method [21, 28] to represent the solid surface. Slip wall boundary conditions
were applied, with boundary layer approximations to the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations. It was re-iterated that many challenges still exist in predicting the
location of transition from laminar to turbulent flow. The results for each case presented in
reference [56] required approximately four months of run time on 100 CPUs, highlighting
the expensive computational cost associated with accurately resolving the turbulent wake
structure in an LES analysis of a trailing parachute configuration.
Figure 5: Disk-Gap-Band parachute configuration used
in the LES FSI analysis [56].
The inflation/deflation cycle of the tension cone configuration was examined by the
same research group in Ref. [55]. The membrane structure was treated as a thin shell,
loosely-coupled to the fluid solver. The results that were presented were only preliminary,
but demonstrated non-linear interactions through the pressurization cycle. The simulations
contained complex physics that is difficult to validate, but the work demonstrated progress
towards that end.
Another set of LES simulations of a tension cone pressurization cycle was studied by
Kramer et al. [62]. A staggered approach was taken to couple the LES solver with a thin
shell solver. Simulations included the analysis of the start-up transients, as well as the
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fully inflated configuration. The pressurization cycle was compared to experimental data
using force and deflection measurements. A simulation was also run, which investigated the
possibility of the system being driven into resonance. The resonance comes from a matching
between the fluid and structure fundamental frequencies in the post shock region.
The work by Gilmanov et al. [43] presented an FSI framework, which coupled a Carte-
sian solver with a particle-based meshless structural method. The Cartesian solver utilized a
hybrid immersed boundary method capable of resolving all geometry features. Simulations
were performed on a sphere and a tension cone configuration.
With the goal of developing a fast framework for FSI simulations, Refs. [59, 60] show
the development of a loose-coupling between two simplified physics models. The aerody-
namics was computed using the Configuration Based Aerodynamics (CBAERO) software
package, which uses surface inclination methods to approximate supersonic pressure distri-
butions. A simplified, flexible membrane solver was implemented into the software, now
called CBAERO-FLEX. Results were presented for a tension cone IAD. Despite the fact
that complex physics cannot be accurately predicted, the tool is very fast and useful for
preliminary design analysis.
Additional simulations of planetary entry configurations can be considered with a spe-
cialized case of FSI. That is, one in which the geometry configuration is not elastic, but is
allowed to undergo rigid body motions. The study of atmospheric entry probes by Murman
et al. [82] examined free and forced oscillations, with the goal of characterizing the aero-
dynamic coefficients. Several entry configurations were considered, including the Viking,
Genesis, and Mars Exploration Rover capsules. The work by Stern et al. [105] studied the
free flight dynamics of the MSL capsule. Simulations were run where the capsule was pro-
vided an initial release angle, and the geometry was allowed to respond to the aerodynamic
loads. Several release angles were examined, and aerodynamic coefficients were computed
based on an aerodynamics model. The computational data was compared against ballistic
range data from Ref. [98].
The coupling between separate fluid dynamics and structural dynamics solvers requires
a coupling algorithm. In a series of work primarily including Charbel Farhat, staggered
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coupling schemes were developed for the use in partitioned FSI problems. In Refs. [33, 70],
the Conventional Serial Staggered (CSS) algorithm is discussed, and presents further devel-
opment for a parallel version. The CSS algorithm is a simple algorithm that sequentially
passes data back and forth between solvers. The CSS method is a straight forward approach
for coupling two disciplines, but is only 1st order accurate at best, regardless of the order
of accuracy of the fluid and structural solvers. Accuracy can be improved by performing
sub-iterations with the algorithm, with a large computational cost associated with it. The
Improved Serial Staggered (ISS) algorithm was developed as a means to mitigate this issue.
The algorithm has a similar computational complexity as the CSS, is sub-iteration free,
and demonstrates improved numerical properties. Their results included a flutter analysis
of the AGARD Wing 445.6, demonstrating the superiority of the improved method.
Further developments on the serial staggered algorithms appear in Refs. [40] and [35],
where two schemes were developed, with provably 2nd order accuracy. The schemes were
referred to as the Generalized Serial Staggered (GSS) method. The applications of the
method presented in the paper include the 3-D analysis of a complete F-16 fighter jet. Farhat
et al. [34] continued to make the case for partitioned coupling methods, by demonstrating
that carefully constructed, staggered coupling schemes can still achieve numerical stability
and provable accuracy, without the need for sub-iterations. They demonstrated this fact
by studying compressible flow interactions with a submerged cylindrical shell in water.
A high order coupling scheme applied to moving meshes was discussed in Ref. [112]. The
algorithm was used for partitioned schemes, and used implicit and explicit (IMEX) Runge-
Kutta steps. In their work, the time integration of each individual solver was performed
using high order accurate implicit schemes, while the coupling at the interface was done
using an explicit approach. They studied a 1-D piston problem, and demonstrated that
their approach was able to maintain the high order of accuracy of the implicit and explicit
schemes. In addition, they showed that the same accuracy could be achieved as a 2nd order
accurate staggered scheme for less computational work.
The work by Froehle and Persson [38] examined a high-order accurate coupling scheme
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applied to a flapping flight simulation. The scheme demonstrated up to 5th order accu-
racy, coupling the Navier-Stokes equations using a Galerkin arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
approach with a structural solver using a continuous Galerkin approach. The partitioned
coupling scheme was based off of the IMEX scheme. The paper demonstrated that it is
possible to achieve higher order accuracy without the use of sub-iterations.
An important consideration regarding partitioned schemes is the role that added mass
effects can have. The concept of added mass, including its physical and mathematical
formulation is discussed in Refs. [20, 111]. The effects of this term become relevant when
the ratio of fluid mass to structural mass becomes large (i.e. parachutes in air). The
term “added mass” refers to the artificial change in the inertia term describing the flexible
structure. For partitioned coupling schemes, the fluid pressure is applied to the structure
at a time that is offset from the actual physical time of application. Since the fluid mass is
much greater than the structural mass, this fluid mass can dominate in the inertia term of
the structural equations of motion. For incompressible flows, the added mass is a function
of fluid density and domain/interface length scales. For compressible flows, the added mass
is a function of fluid density, speed of sound, and time. Thus, for compressible flows, the
added mass is only felt within a small region of the interface, with the distance depending on
the speed of sound and the time step. This implies that the magnitude of the added mass
reduces as the time step reduces. Indeed, for compressible flows, sub-iteration methods
can be stable for any fluid density and structural mass, provided that the time step is
small enough. However, for incompressible flows, the sub-iteration method can be unstable
regardless of how small the time step is.
The work in Ref. [9] studied a 1-D elastic piston by investigating staggered algorithms
and monolithic approaches. The staggered algorithm used separate numerical solvers, aug-
mented by a predictor-corrector approach. This introduced a time lag between the fluid
and structural systems, which led to deviations in the mean piston position, as well as non-
physical energy production. The results were compared to a monolithic coupling approach
that eliminated both of these inaccuracies. Their work concluded with a discussion of the
Interaction Consistency Law. This law requires that “the time dependence of the boundary
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conditions for the fluid and structure solvers has to be consistent with the discrete time
integration of the structure and fluid solvers, respectively” [9]. Essentially, this implies that
for staggered coupling schemes, where the application of boundary conditions imposes a
time lag between systems, there will be an inconsistency between solvers. This inconsis-
tency manifests itself as a non-physical energy production, which can lead to instability and
inaccurate mean positions of the piston.
This problem was also studied by Jaiman et al. in Ref. [53], where a new loosely
coupled staggered algorithm was presented. The method was called the combined interface
boundary condition (CIBC), and was demonstrated by considering the open and closed
domain elastic piston problems. The closed domain problem was used to study numerical
stability, while the open domain was used to characterize damping rates of the numerical
scheme. Further comparisons between staggered and monolithic approaches have been made
by Ref. [78], using the 1-D elastic piston as a model problem. The work demonstrated the
increased error in partitioned schemes due to artificial energy production compared to the
more stable monolithic approach.
Reference [92] investigated fluid-structure interactions for the application of aeroacoustic
instabilities in solid rocket motors. The baseline test problem was that of an elastic piston.
However, the problem was simplified further by considering the fluid domain to be of zero
dimensions. The flow variables in the adiabatic fluid chamber were assumed to be uniform,
and that the piston compression was done so reversibly. This simplification provides an
analytic solution that takes on a relatively simple form. Artificial energy production was
characterized, and multiple predictor schemes were presented in order to demonstrate the
stability of the simulation.
In the work by Piperno [89], two coupling schemes were discussed. The schemes were
shown to be 2nd order accurate by using a structural predictor. This allows momentum to be
conserved at the interface, despite the fact that there is still an inconsistency in continuity.
The scheme is studied by examining the supersonic flutter of a flat plate.
Up to this point, the literature review has been focused on both the general EDL prob-
lem, and FSI coupling strategies. However, the focus of the current research utilizes several
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numerical techniques that require additional overview. First, the use of Cartesian grid
techniques is discussed, followed by a review of surface boundary condition methodologies
relevant to numerical simulations where geometries are immersed within a Cartesian mesh.
Additional research is discussed as it is relevant to the Cartesian grid CFD approach.
CFD solvers require a discretized spatial domain, in the form of a grid. Grid topologies
can vastly differ, depending on the primary objective of the CFD solver, and a cost benefit
analysis of the strengths and weakness of each type is necessary. Two important aspects
to consider are the data connectivity of the mesh and the way in which solid surfaces are
represented.
The data connectivity refers to the way in which individual nodes and computational
elements are spatially arranged. Grids can be classified as either structured or unstructured.
Structured meshes have an ordered connectivity, and are designed such that the mesh in
physical space can be mapped to a uniform mesh in computational space. Every node
can be identified by an ordered pair of indices corresponding to each spatial direction. The
advantages of using such a mesh is that connectivity is implicit in the way the data is stored,
and no additional memory is required to store this information. This has the additional
effect of significantly reducing computational time. However, the primary downside is that it
is difficult to create structured meshes for complex geometries, or configurations containing
multiple geometries in close proximity. Examples of structured grid solvers that are used
for EDL applications include the two NASA codes, DPLR [116] and LAURA [45]. The first
steps towards extending DPLR to handle FSI problems have been made with regards to
dynamic mesh motion, along with the addition of the appropriate flux components, and
enforcement of the Geometric Conservation Law [6].
Unstructured meshes, on the other hand, are very flexible when utilized with complex
geometries. They are unstructured in that there is no ordered connectivity to the data. This
means that nodes and computational elements can be added wherever necessary for geom-
etry or flow resolution. This also allows arbitrarily shaped elements to be used, which are
only limited by the robustness of numerical algorithms. The downside to such approaches
is that additional memory is required to store element connectivity. The expense associated
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with determining the connectivity may only be a one time initialization cost, unless the
mesh connectivity is modified during a simulation. Examples of unstructured grid solvers
used for EDL applications include FUN3D [3] and US3D [88].
The second mesh characteristic of importance is the way in which the surface boundary
is represented, depending on whether it is body-fitted or not. Body fitted meshes are
designed such that any physical geometry represented in the mesh is done so by requiring
grid points to lie on the surface of the geometry. These nodes, in essence, define the
physical geometry as represented by the computational mesh. This approach is often the
most accurate because the geometry can be discretized to very fine detail. However, the
difficulty comes in mesh generation, when enforcing the requirement that the mesh nodes
align with the geometry. The four codes previously mentioned (DPLR, LAURA, FUN3D,
and US3D) all use body-fitted meshes.
A non body-fitted mesh is one in which the physical geometry is immersed within either
a structured or unstructured mesh. The geometry intersects the mesh at arbitrary points,
allowing for the automatic mesh generation of complex geometries, including multi-body
configurations. The local information near the intersection of the physical geometry and
mesh must be used in order to enforce boundary conditions. The enforcement of boundary
conditions is the most challenging aspect of using this approach.
Since the present work utilizes an unstructured, Cartesian, non-body fitted approach,
further discussion on the boundary treatment approach follows. Mittal and Iaccarino [80]
and Dadone [27] provide an extensive review of immersed boundary methods. The boundary
is represented by supplying the fluid state for cells near the surface, such that the boundary
condition is satisfied. Two approaches can be broken down into continuous forcing methods
and discrete forcing methods. The continuous forcing approach modifies the governing
equations to take into account the effect of the solid surface, while discrete forcing leaves
the governing equations unaffected, but the discretization is adjusted near the surface to
take the boundary into account.
Continuous forcing is further broken down into elastic and rigid boundaries. Elastic
boundaries, such as the muscle fibers of the heart (Peskin 1972, 1981) use a forcing function
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with a relation such as Hooke’s Law. The forcing function is represented by a Dirac delta
function. However, it is numerically described by smoother functions, primarily because the
grid does not necessary line up with the surface. The choice of the distribution function is
a key component of such methods. Rigid bodies must be treated differently by using a very
large artificial stiffness, and using a constitutive law relating the force to a displacement
from an equilibrium position.
The discrete approach can be broken down into indirect and direct methods. The indi-
rect method uses the numerical solution to obtain a forcing term. The approach removes
user specified parameters, and provides favorable stability characteristics. The direct ap-
proach modifies the computational stencil near the surface in order to specify the boundary
condition. The finite difference ghost cell approach uses ghost cells in the numerical stencil
to specify state in order to enforce the boundary condition. The state of the ghost cell is
set by a variety of interpolation methods using neighbor cell data, as well as local surface
properties. Discrete forcing allows for sharp interface representation, as opposed to the
continuous forcing that introduces smoothing.
When applied to moving surfaces, the discrete approach provides a sharp geometry rep-
resentation and a sharp boundary condition representation. The method naturally extends
to moving surfaces, with the added complexity of dealing with “freshly-cleared” cells. Cells
that emerge from inside the geometry over the course of a time step result in a disconti-
nuity in time, since there was no valid fluid state initially. Emerging cells can either be
temporarily merged with nearby cells, or interpolated from neighboring data.
A novel immersed interface method for incompressible Navier-Stokes has been developed
by Brehm [17, 13]. The method was extended to moving boundaries [14] and compressible
flows [15, 16]. The boundary conditions form a sharp interface method that is able to
represent high order accuracy at the boundaries. These methods have also been extended
and implemented within the CFD code, LAVA (NASA Ames) [61].
The cut-cell finite volume approach is able to provide conservation at the immersed
surface by cutting cells such that the boundary is resolved in a similar topology to body-
fitted meshes. Cells are re-shaped, such that the final outcome results in non-Cartesian cells
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at the surface that become body-fitted. A cut-cell method has been demonstrated for FSI
problems in Refs. [48, 97], where time dependent force oscillations have been addressed.
Forrer and Berger [37] discuss a compressible Euler, Cartesian cut-cell approach, which
addresses the small cell problem that often leads to numerical instabilities. Moving geometry
simulations are shown with discussions on numerical accuracy. Simulations include a moving
wall with constant and varying speeds.
Some Cartesian methods have taken an approach similar to overset methods, where there
may be two overlapping Cartesian meshes. The mesh near the surface remains unchanged
throughout the simulation. Instead, it travels through a second, stationary mesh. The work
of Karimian and Ardakani [57] use the multi-zone approach of Mirsajedi et al. [79], and
compare stationary to relative motion simulations.
An immersed boundary method for simulating FSI on Cartesian meshes is presented
by Harris [49] and Harris and Kolobov [50]. The immersed boundary method is used,
along with Lagrangian marker points to track the surface. The solver is best suited for
incompressible, low Reynolds number flows. Results are presented for a plunging airfoil
and a flapping flexible wing.
A large body of work related to FSI problems and immersed boundary methods has
come out of the Farhat Research Group at Stanford University. An embedded boundary
method is used in the work presented by Wang, et al. [115], where the velocity and pressure
boundary conditions are treated by an exact Riemann solver at the interface. The method
is extended to viscous problems in [32]. The method is further extended to compressible,
turbulent flows in [64]. The development of surface boundary conditions that are solved by
a Riemann solver have been shown to possess high order accuracy. Additionally, there is a
discussion on a fast algorithm for determining the nearest wall point for any computational
cell, as well as loads transfer calculations for FSI problems.
An interface tracking method for FSI problems is presented by Wang et al. [113, 114],
which is able to accurately track geometry movements. Two methods are presented, with
one based on a projection approach and the other on a collision approach. The former is
significantly faster, but requires the geometry to form a closed surface. The second method,
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however is able to track an interface for non-closed surfaces. This is highly beneficial for
many parachute and decelerator configurations.
Lakshminarayan and Farhat [63] describes an approach referred to as an ALE-Eulerian
method, with the goal of allowing Eulerian grid features to maintain approximate locality to
the geometry as it moves (without performing grid adaption). Strictly Arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian (ALE) approaches for FSI problem rely solely on deforming the mesh either rigidly
or elastically. Since a strictly ALE approach is typically used for body-fitted meshes, the
approach only works well for small deformations. Large deformations lead to grid lines
crossing. On the other hand, a purely Eulerian approach using the embedded boundary
method allows the geometry to move through the stationary mesh. However, regions of high
grid resolution do not automatically move with respect to the body. A specific example
cited is the high mesh resolution required to capture the viscous boundary layer around
a geometry. As the geometry moves and deforms, the boundary layer region of the grid
does not follow suit. Thus, the idea of the approach is to decompose structural motion
into a rigid motion component and a relative motion component, such that the grid moves
to maintain high resolution in the boundary layer. The rigid motions are captured using
an ALE formulation, while the local, small deformations are captured using the embedded
boundary methods. This method is not limited specifically to the embedded boundary
method, but can be used for immersed boundary methods, immersed interface methods, or
other similar approaches.
The work by Muralidaran and Menon [81] presents a cut-cell methodology for simulation
of flow interactions with structures. A simulation is presented for 1-D isentropic flow,
which allows for the measurement of global accuracy of a smooth solution. Additionally
the conservative nature of the scheme is verified by demonstrating a zero loss in mass.
A block structured grid approach is used, along with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR).
Moving body simulations include the flow between moving walls, as well as the reacting
flow generated by the detonation of a cylinder due to impulsive motion.
Solution-based mesh adaption applied to moving body problems is shown in Ref. [104].
The results first show unsteady adaption on a stationary case. Next, a NACA 0012 airfoil
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undergoing rigid body motion is studied. For the implementation, only refinement was
included (no coarsening). The results demonstrate improved accuracy when solution-based
mesh adaption is applied to moving body problems.
1.3 Goal & Objectives
The goal of this work is to develop and validate a time-accurate aeroelastic methodology,
utilizing an unstructured Cartesian immersed boundary method, that can be used for the
analysis of aerodynamic decelerators. This goal is achieved by addressing several objectives
that lay the foundational groundwork.
The first objective is to perform verification and validation of the CFD solver, utilizing
an unstructured Cartesian immersed boundary method, for stationary and non-stationary
simulations. The objective is to first ensure that the CFD solver sufficiently captures the
necessary physics for stationary atmospheric entry configurations. In addition, the accuracy
of the numerical schemes and boundary conditions must be examined for non-stationary
configurations. This is done by studying 1-D and 2-D prescribed motion simulations. The
effects of surface velocity and mesh resolution are evaluated, and conclusions are drawn,
which allows extension to FSI problems.
The second objective is to develop an FSI methodology that fills a mid-fidelity gap in
the computational analysis of atmospheric entry configurations. The use of an unstruc-
tured, Cartesian CFD solver provides several benefits towards this end. Grid generation is
performed without the need for manual user intervention. This also extends to the use of
solution-based mesh adaption, and grid modifications that occur as the structure undergoes
deformations. These are demonstrated through the simulation of prescribed motion, six
degree-of-freedom motion, and deformable FSI problems.
The third objective is to demonstrate time accurate fluid-structure interaction simu-
lations of the dynamic motion of a tension cone. Several validations are first considered
prior to studying the tension cone. The first problem that is studied is a 1-D elastic piston
interacting with fluid in a chamber. This provides a relatively simple physical problem to
study the numerical characteristics of the time accurate coupling. Supersonic flow past a
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deformable panel is also studied to validate the methodology for relevant flight conditions
and dynamic response. Finally, the time accurate analysis of a tension cone IAD is per-




GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
The mathematics describing fluid-structure interactions consists of a combination of two
distinct sets of governing equations, which describe the fluid dynamics and structural dy-
namics. The fluid dynamics is constrained to the domain, Ωf , which is typically made up
of the relevant flow regime surrounding a flight vehicle, or other body of interest, while the
structural dynamics takes place on the domain, Ωs, and only consists of the geometry of
interest that is subject to structural deformation. The physical problems are joined at the
interface between both domains, Γfs. The governing equations of such physics are discussed
in this chapter, followed by a detailed presentation of the numerical implementation of the
FSI framework.
2.1 Governing Equations for Fluid-Structure Interactions
The governing equations for fluid-structure interactions consist of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions describing the fluid dynamics, and the equations of motion for structural dynamics.






































































(σij) + ρbj (4)
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Equations 1 - 3 make up the Navier-Stokes equations, more specifically the continuity,
momentum, and energy transport equations. The equations are solved in the fluid domain
where ρ is the fluid density, u is the velocity, µ is the fluid viscosity, λ is the bulk viscosity,
δij is the Kronecker delta, E is the total specific energy, H is the total specific enthalpy(
H = E + pρ
)
, p is the pressure, T is the temperature, and k is the thermal conductivity.
In addition to the three transport equations, a thermodynamic relation is needed such as
the perfect gas equation to close the system. In all work herein, the gas is assumed to be
calorically perfect.
Equation 4 is the governing equation for structural dynamics in the domain, Ωs, where
ρ is the material density, u is the displacement, σij is the stress tensor, and b is the vector
of body forces. In addition to the equation of structural dynamics, a material constitutive
relation is also necessary to relate stress and strain.
The boundary conditions are specified at the interface, and must satisfy three conditions.
The fluid stress must match the structural material stress, the position of the interface must
match between the two sets of equations, and the interface velocities must match.
2.2 Geometric Conservation Law
The vast majority of partitioned, FSI solvers described in the literature use a three-field
approach: 1) fluid equations, 2) structural equations, and 3) deforming mesh motion equa-
tions. The reason for this third equation is that for body-fitted mesh simulations, the
moving interface requires the mesh to deform. Locally near the interface, the mesh must
deform in accordance with the structural motion, while adjusting at a distance to maintain
sufficient grid quality. In the case of non-body-fitted, Cartesian meshes, there is no need to
solve the deforming mesh equations since the structure moves through a stationary mesh.
However, in the case of the ALE formulation (where the mesh undergoes rigid body mo-
tion), the mesh nodes are moving, while maintaining the same shape for all computational
cells.
As the mesh deforms, enforcement of the Geometric Conservation Law (GCL) helps
improve numerical stability. The GCL states that the flow solver must be able to predict
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uniform flow conditions, even when the mesh is undergoing deformation. The mathematical








~Ws · d~S (5)
where V is the computational volume, S is the computational surface area with the direction
based on the outward unit normal, and ~Ws is the velocity of the computational surface. This
equation states that the change in computational volume over a given time interval must
be equal to the total volume swept by the computational boundary.
The volume of any given computational cell is easily known based on the geometry of the
cell. Additionally, the cell nodal velocities are known based on the movement of the mesh
over a time step. However, the numerical integration requires knowledge of the face velocity
as a whole, and not in terms of the nodes. Thus, the face velocity can be approximated
by averaging the known nodal velocities. In the case of generalized mesh deformation, the
volume swept by the cell faces using approximate velocities is not necessarily equal to the
change in geometric volume of the cell. The GCL can be satisfied by either modifying the
cell volume, or by considering a modification to the face velocities. However, as previously
noted, no special considerations are required for the present numerical formulation.
2.3 Fluid Dynamics
The Navier-Stokes equations (Eqns. 1-3) are often written in vector form, as this is more
convenient for numerical discretization. The equations are written in conservation form,
where the fluxes are split into convective (inviscid) and dissipative (viscous) components.
The governing equations are written in a similar form as found in Ref. [106], with the






















The conservative state vector (~U) defines the fluid state, and the source term (~S) can
represent any number of source terms added to the governing equations. Examples of source
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terms include body forces, chemical rate production terms, turbulence production terms,
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The governing equations must be closed using a thermodynamic state relation. In the
case of a perfect gas,
p = ρRT (10)
A viscosity model is also required, with Sutherland’s Law being a common choice for calori-
cally perfect gases within a valid temperature and pressure range. Additionally, the thermal
conductivity can be related to the viscosity and specific heat capacity through the Pandtl
number, which is approximately constant for the previously stated assumptions.
Mesh motion is taken into account by considering the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian
(ALE) formulation, where ~̇x is the velocity of the reference domain with respect to the
global frame. Reference [30] provides a comprehensive review of ALE methods, and how
they are formulated. Typically, the Navier-Stokes equations are presented in an Eulerian
formulation as this provides the most straight forward approach for numerical solutions.
In order to account for mesh motion, a Lagrangian perspective is taken with respect to
the mesh coordinates. The relative motion of the mesh leaves the governing equations
largely unchanged, with the effects of relative motion absorbed into the convective terms
and boundary conditions.
In finite volume methods, a correction term to the cell volume is required in order to









where ~Uc is the required correction in the conserved state vector, ~Uo is the conserved state
vector prior to the correction, ∆V ol is the change is cell volume, and V olf is the final cell
volume. This correction, however, is not necessary in the present work because of the fact
that the computational cells do not undergo volume changes, while the mesh is subject to
rigid body motions.
2.4 Structural Dynamics
The governing structural dynamics equations [4] can be written in matrix form, which is
typically used when applying a numerical discretization.
[M ] ~̈u+ [C] ~̇u+ [K (~u)] ~u = ~F (12)
where [M ] is the mass matrix, [C] is the damping coefficient matrix, [K (u)] is the stiffness
matrix, ~F is the load vector, and ~u is the displacement vector.
Non-linearities enter this system of equations either through large displacements, or
through material non-linearities in the stress-strain relation. The matrices must be con-
structed by using an element formulation that can take various numerical forms. The
solution to the system of equations typically requires inversions of large matrices, and a
time marching technique to integrate in time.
2.5 Fluid-Structure Coupling Methods
The governing equations for fluid-structure interactions can be numerically coupled in var-
ious ways, providing a range of analysis fidelity and computational cost. The two primary
approaches can be broken into “direct” and “partitioned” methods. Direct methods refer to
approaches where the two sets of governing equations are formulated in a way such that they
can be solved simultaneously, whereas partitioned methods treat the governing equations
separately so they can be individually solved by different numerical approaches.
The direct method is the most physically accurate approach since both physical fields
are solved simultaneously. Direct methods can also be referred to as “fully coupled”, “mono-
lithic”, or “fully implicit”. The full coupling of this method is very useful for the accurate
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simulation of time dependent problems. In certain situations the physical time scales may
be so tightly coupled that direct methods are the only viable options. An advantage to
this method is that the interface boundary conditions are maintained in a more natural
sense, due to the inherent dependence built into the complete set of equations. Despite this
attractiveness, the challenges associated with such an approach often outweigh the bene-
fits. The required discretizations are often quite different between the fluid dynamics and
structural dynamics. This includes both the physical meshing, as well as the appropriate
time scales. In addition, the numerical procedures for solving the two physical problems are
so different, that it is challenging to develop numerical methods to solve the entire system
simultaneously. Finally, in a practical sense, the development of such software becomes
extremely difficult due to the size of the code base.
The alternate approach to direct methods is to use partitioned methods. They are
partitioned in the sense that each physical discipline being solved is done so separately, as
depicted in Fig. 6. In regions where the physical problems interact, boundary conditions
must be imposed that allow for physically accurate coupling. Unlike the direct method,
there is no immediate response between the fluid and structure due to the inherent time
lag caused by partitioning. However, the fact that different solvers can be used for each
separate physical model implies that there are more options in optimizing each. As the
interface boundary conditions must be periodically exchanged between solvers, the rate at
which this is done plays an important role in the overall time accuracy of the coupling
scheme. At a minimum, data must be transferred at a rate faster than the smallest time
scales, if a time accurate scheme is desired. In the situation where the time scales between
the fluid dynamics and structural dynamics differ significantly, sub-cycling can be used
to increase efficiency. Sub-cycling is a methodology that allows different time steps to be
taken within each solver (at its most efficient value), which also implies that each solver will
proceed for a different number of numerical iterations. For example, if the structural time
scale is an order of magnitude larger than the fluid dynamics time scale, this can reduce
the computational cost of the structural dynamics calculations by an order of magnitude.
Partitioned schemes, though not fully coupled, can still provide a range of coupling from
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Figure 6: Partitioned coupling strategy, where the fluid dynamics (CFD) and structural
dynamics (FEA) are computed using separate solvers.
weak to strong. The weakest form of coupling can be applied to steady-state analyses for
which the final solution is independent of the time history. There is no requirement on
time accuracy within each solver, nor ensuring that each solution has advanced the same
physical time. The most common approach is to run each solver to convergence before
transferring data. A stronger form of partitioned coupling maintains time accuracy by
advancing and transferring data at a rate sufficient to satisfy the physical time scales. This
can be accomplished by transferring boundary condition data at every time step, or using
the concept of sub-cycling described above. The time accuracy of this approach is highly
dependent on the coupling scheme that is used.
The coupling schemes that are used in the current methodology fall under a class of
schemes described by Farhat et al. [35] as the generalized serial staggered method (GSS).
The GSS method provides several formulations, depending on chosen control parameters,
as well as how the time steps are synchronized between the fluid dynamics and structural
dynamics.
The first form of the scheme simplifies to the common approach often referred to as the
Conventional Serial Staggered (CSS) method. This method is at best 1st order accurate in
time, but is widely used due to its ease of implementation. It is, however, susceptible to
the negative effects of artificial viscosity, and to undesirable stability characteristics. The
scheme can be broken down into a set of serial tasks:
1. update the fluid dynamic mesh using xn+1 = xn + Mn∆unΓ or initialize the mesh at
time tn if first time step
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2. use this geometry configuration to update the fluid state from time tn to time tn+1
3. apply the fluid dynamic pressure loading (pn+1) as nodal forces (fn+1) in the structural
solver
4. solve the structures system from time tn to time tn+1
where Mn accounts for the mapping between meshes, is taken at time tn, and is assumed
to be of value Mn = 1 when applied to simulations where the CFD mesh is identical to the
FEA mesh. x refers to the generalized coordinates of the structure, and ∆unΓ is the change





The CSS scheme is depicted in Fig. 7a. One advantage of staggered schemes is that
they allow for subcycling, which can greatly enhance the efficiency of the coupling process.
In many practical applications, the time scales relevant to the fluid dynamics and structural
dynamics are vastly different. It is often the case, that the fluid dynamics requires much
smaller time steps than the structural dynamics. Thus, it is possible to advance the flow
for several time steps within step (2) before proceeding to step (3). This reduces the total
number of coupled time steps required to perform the simulation, which in turn reduces
the total number of operations required to complete an entire simulation. This approach is
depicted in Fig. 7b, where n refers to the number of subcycling steps taken.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: Diagrams depicting the Conventional Serial Staggered (CSS) method shown in
(a) and CSS method using subcycling in (b).
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The GSS algorithms provide schemes that have been proven to be of 2nd order accuracy.
One form of the schemes were initially proposed by Farhat and Lesoinne [33] and Lesoinne
and Farhat [70], and referred to as the Improved Serial Staggered method (ISS). The scheme
was generalized in Refs. [40, 35], and summarized as follows for application in the present
body of work.
The first form of the GSS method that is considered relies on the use of a predicted
structural displacement. The following steps describe the procedure.
1. update the fluid dynamic mesh using the following prediction:
xn+1,p = xn,p +M∆un+1,p
2. use this geometry configuration to update the fluid state from time tn to time tn+1
3. apply the fluid dynamic pressure loading (pn+1) as nodal forces (fn+1) in the structural
solver
4. solve the structures system from time tn to time tn+1
It is clear that the only difference in the algorithm comes from step (1), where the mesh
coordinates are predicted as a function of current and previous structural states. As in the
CSS method, it is assumed that M = 1 for applications where the CFD mesh is identical
to the FEA mesh. The change in predicted displacement is
∆un+1,p = un+1,p − un,p (13)
and un+1,p is computed as






where αo = 1 and α1 =
1
2 . This algorithm is shown in Fig. 8a, and is referred to as GSS1
within the remainder of this document.
A second form of the GSS scheme is also studied, and will be referred to as GSS2
throughout this document. A key difference between this scheme and the first GSS scheme
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is that the physical times are offset between the fluid dynamics and structural dynamics by
a half time step. The procedure is outlined as follows.
0. If first time step, initialize fluid time to t−1/2 = −12∆t and the mesh to
x−1/2 = xo − 12∆tu̇o
1. update the fluid dynamic mesh using the following prediction:
xn+1/2,p = xn−1/2,p +M∆un+1/2,p
2. use this geometry configuration to update the fluid state from time tn−1/2 to time
tn+1/2
3. apply the fluid dynamic pressure loading (pn+1/2) as nodal forces (fn+1/2) in the
structural solver
4. solve the structures system from time tn−1/2 to time tn+1/2
It is clear from the above formulation that both solvers operate at the half time step, ad-
vancing from tn−1/2 to tn+1/2. However, the temporal offset between solvers enters through
the evaluation of the predicted mesh state in step (1):








2 and α1 =
1
8 . The structural displacement at time t
n is determined based on
a central difference about tn−1/2: un = 2un−1/2 − un−1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8: Diagrams depicting two partitioned coupling schemes, with the GSS method 1
shown in (a) and the GSS method 2 shown in (b).
2.6 Fluid-Structure Interface
In partitioned fluid-structure interaction problems, the surface conditions of each solver
must be transferred between each other, and applied as boundary conditions. For the fluid
dynamics, the surface pressure field and shear stress must be used as a boundary condition
to load the structure. In the opposite direction, the displacements and velocities computed
in the structural solver must be applied in the surface boundary conditions of the fluid
solver. Different approaches must be taken depending on topological differences in the
meshes at the interface. Additionally, the conservation of forces, moments, and virtual
work are important consideration when choosing an approach.
2.6.1 CFD Data Interpolation to Input Geometry
Due to the immersed boundary method approach used in the present unstructured Cartesian
grid solver, a method is required to obtain the surface properties on the input geometry
mesh. Knowledge of the fluid properties is a prerequisite for transferring surface pressure
data to nodal force data on the structural mesh. Two approaches can be considered for
obtaining the surface properties. The first approach is to interpolate the volume flowfield
data within the Cartesian mesh directly to the input geometry surface mesh. This approach
is straight forward in that a small collection of computational volume cells within close
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proximity to the interpolation point are used. One downside to this approach is that, in
general, the majority of flow cell data is located exterior to the geometry mesh. There will
exist regions where a computational cell center is actually located on the interior side of the
surface. However, interpolations using this approach result in largely biased interpolation
clouds that do not sufficiently bound the interpolation point. Additionally, interpolations
will in general, not accurately enforce surface boundary conditions.
It is for these reasons that a second approach is taken when determining the surface
properties on the input geometry mesh. Flow properties are computed using a similar
approach to the way the surface boundary conditions are enforced in the flow solver. Details
regarding surface boundary conditions are discussed in a later section, but the necessary
details for setting the surface flow properties are discussed here.
The fluid state at the wall is extrapolated from a known value within the flow using Eq.
22, where the reference point is determined using Eq. 21. Since the point of interpolation
is located on the surface, the value for δg is equal to zero in all cases. Additionally, δR is set
to a distance that is equal to the local computational cell diagonal length. Applying these
equations to the primitive variables results in the following enforcement at the surface: 1)
the velocity condition of impermeability is maintained, 2) the tangential velocity component
of slip/no-slip is maintained, and 3) the surface normal pressure gradient vanishes.
2.6.2 Similar Meshes at the Interface
The most straight forward situation regarding mesh interfaces occurs when the meshes are
identical at the interface. When feasible, the construction of identical meshes can provide a
very efficient and accurate mapping and transfer of data. If this is the case, the quantities
of interest can be directly copied to the corresponding mesh locations in the matching mesh
if the data storage is identical (i.e. node centered vs. cell/element centered data). In
the present work, meshes have been designed to adhere to this constraint for 1-D and 2-D
problems. Due to the simplicity in designing the structural meshes for these cases, it is
highly advantageous from a mesh mapping and data transfer standpoint.
In 1-D simulations the structural mesh elements are made up of only a single node.
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Thus, the pressure is applied over an element of unit area, resulting in an equivalence
between pressure and force applied to the node. In 2-D simulations, the nodal force must
be calculated from the element-based pressure field. Since the meshes are identical, the
pressure is directly copied to the element centroids. The actual structural mesh is defined
by the element nodes, while a dual mesh can be considered that is made up of the mesh
element centroids. The nodal force on the structural nodes is computed by applying the
pressure over the dual elements bounded by the centroids of the structural mesh.
2.6.3 Dissimilar Meshes at the Interface
In general, computational meshes that are used for each of the analyses will be different.
Differences often exist as a result of mesh resolution requirements, especially since regions
where large flow gradients exist, don’t necessarily correspond to regions of large stresses
or strains in the structural domain. Additionally, the topology of the two meshes is often
different. In the traditional finite volume and finite difference CFD methods, meshes are
constructed around airtight geometries that have an identifiable interior and exterior. How-
ever, in the structural analysis of plates, shells, and membranes, there is no requirement for
a geometry to form a closed body.
In the present work, dissimilar meshes are used in the 3-D simulations. The analysis of
infinitely thin elements in a CFD tool requires a modification that adds an artificial thickness
to these regions of the structure. This is exemplified in Fig. 9, where a comparison is made
between the symmetry planes of a CFD surface mesh and an FEA surface mesh. The FEA
centerline mesh consists of only the portions of the model that undergo deformation or rigid
body motion. Thus, the aeroshell and sting are non-existent. The CFD surface centerline
mesh demonstrates the use of all components of the model (aeroshell, tension shell, torus,
and sting). Note that a finite thickness has been added to the tension shell. It is this subtle
difference in the meshes that requires special treatment with respect to the data transfer
process.
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Figure 9: Comparison between an FEA surface mesh and a CFD surface mesh, taken as a
slice along the symmetry plane in order to highlight the topological differences. This is an
example of a tension cone configuration.
2.6.4 Discrete Data Transfer Between Dissimilar Meshes (DDTBDM)
A vast body of data transfer techniques exist in the literature, with emphasis on the con-
sistent and conservative nature of each approach. Smith et al. [103, 102] provides a
review of several approaches for aeroelastic applications. Methods include Infinite-Plate
Splines (IPS), Multiquadric-Biharmonic (MQ), Thin-Plate Splines (TPS), and Nonuniform
B-Splines (NUBS). It was found that the MQ and TPS methods provided the most accurate
approach across the tested configurations.
More recently, a software tool was developed at NASA Langley that has been shown to
be robust and accurate for performing data transfer for 3-D geometries. The Discrete Data
Transfer Between Dissimilar Meshes (DDTBDM) software [96] is capable of transferring
data between structured or unstructured meshes that may have topological differences.
Quantities can be interpolated between meshes, and when forces are required from a pressure
distribution, force injection is possible (conversion from scalar pressure to vector forces).
The algorithm ensures force and moment conservation by requiring the total force and
moment on each mesh to match after interpolation and force injection.
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For these reasons, and the fact that the software was used in similar research [107], the
data transfer between NASCART-GT and LS-DYNA is accomplished through the use of
DDTBDM.
2.7 CFD Solver
The fluid dynamics is computed using the in-house CFD tool, NASCART-GT. NASCART-
GT [74, 73, 69, 10] is a solution adaptive, Cartesian grid-based Navier-Stokes solver that has
been in development over the last 15 years. The code was written primarily in FORTRAN
77 with partial upgrades to Fortran 90/95 in the most recent years, following programming
styles similar to much of the code developed in the aerospace scientific community. Over
the years, NASCART-GT has proven itself with robust grid generation and a wide range
of CFD solution capabilities. The solver has been used to compute flows ranging from
the subsonic to the hypersonic Mach regimes. Physics models include turbulence and the
effects of thermochemical nonequilibrium. Simulations with moving bodies were analyzed,
as well as loosely coupled, static FSI problems. Overset gridding capabilities have been
demonstrated in the past with applications to moving body problems. Despite the vast
capabilities of the software, the ability to efficiently implement new features was becoming
more difficult due to a lack of code modularity. As the code developed over the years, more
and more features were continuously added. As the code base continued to grow, it was
hitting a point where the addition of new complex features was becoming more difficult.
Additionally, significant enhancements to memory and parallel efficiency were impractical
with the existing framework. Despite some of these roadblocks, the computed physics
demonstrated the capabilities of a robust CFD software tool. Several on-going projects
presented challenges that provided the impetus to undergo a major upgrade to the software.
A few of these included the further development of thermochemical nonequilibrium models
and turbulence modeling. Normal Ray Refinement (NRR) [95, 94, 117, 5, 10] was under
development as a novel approach to improve the computational efficiency for viscous flows.
This approach required significant changes to grid generation and the numerical formulation.
Finally, the development of the FSI framework demonstrated a strong need to consider a
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software upgrade.
2.7.1 Motivation for New Software Development
For all the reasons listed above, there was significant motivation for re-designing the soft-
ware. Before embarking on this task, a set of goals was established in order to guide the
software design process.
1. Performance: The software must be developed using the fastest algorithms and most
optimized code whenever possible, though minor losses in performance will be realized
in order to keep the code highly modular.
2. Scalability: The software must be written in a way that allows efficient parallelization.
3. Maintainability: This is very important from a code development standpoint. The
software must be written in a modular fashion and the inner workings of each module
must be properly encapsulated. This leads to well organized code, and increases the
rate of future development. Additionally, the code must be written such that all new
capabilities will work seamlessly with new or existing physics models.
4. External libraries: The software must use robust and well-tested external libraries
whenever possible. This decreases code maintenance requirements and provides access
to pre-packaged specialized high performance algorithms.
The first major decision that had to be made was regarding the choice of programming
language. Fortran has been used extensively within the scientific community for decades,
primarily due to its speed advantages over unoptimized C/C++ and the massive library of
legacy codes written in it. Like any software, the speed of the code hinges on the proper
and optimal implementations made by the developers. With that said, there are certainly
many instances where a C++ code could be as fast or faster than a Fortran code. Thus, the
primary factor in making the decision should not fall solely on the speed and optimization
potential of the code. When developing software in an academic environment there are
several challenges, primarily the turnover rate of students. The ability for new students
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to quickly learn how to develop within a new environment is critical. Thus, the concepts
of modularity and encapsulation become necessary in the design of a well-written code.
These concepts allow code to be written such that each component is, to varying degrees,
isolated from the rest of the code. This yields significant advantages when developers only
need to concern themselves with small portions of a large software suite and only need to
know how to interact with portions of code they are not developing. C++ certainly has its
strengths in object-oriented programming, which provides a framework for writing modular
code. When looking at the overall picture, it is easier to develop and maintain well-written,
optimized code in such an environment.
Code development has focused on the use of the C++ Standard Library and utilizes the
linear algebra library, Eigen [47]. Eigen is used extensively throughout the code in order
to facilitate the representation of vectors and coordinates through its Matrix class, and to
perform linear algebra operations. Eigen implements a number of advanced algorithms and
vectorization optimizations in order to provide highly performant and modular capabili-
ties that do not need to be maintained by NASCART-GT developers. Eigen’s geometry
capability (such as the Eigen::AlignedBox) is used extensively for the efficient represen-
tation and computation of cell and surface topologies. For example, each computational
cell’s topology can be expressed as a Eigen::AlignedBox with which it is computationally
efficient to determine if a point is contained within the cell. Similarly, the C++ Standard
Library provides a number of algorithms such as sorting, finding min/max elements, and
finding values, and data structures like resizable vectors, linked lists, efficient Fortran-like
arrays, which are written in a fashion such that they will work for any contained data type.
These capabilities decrease the learning curve for new students who are already familiar
with C++, rather than requiring them to learn new programming patterns specific to the
code, or worse, having to re-implement the algorithms/data structures for their specific use
case. Additionally, these algorithms do not have to be optimized by NASCART-GT devel-
opers - the C++ Standard Library implementation is provided with the compiler, and thus
compiler vendors are free to provide highly optimized versions of these algorithms, which
will operate within NASCART-GT seamlessly.
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2.7.2 Code Design
The following discussion highlights minor coding related items, and style choices made re-
garding the development of the code. These are presented here to provide a documented
resource for the reasoning behind some of the programming choices made throughout de-
velopment. At the time of writing this document, these are considered best practices, but
by no means should be taken as hardened rules. Updates should be continually made as
newer concepts and best practice methodologies are understood. The type “double” has
been selected as the default floating point number type due to its higher precision compared
to float, while the memory cost has been deemed manageable given the low cost of memory
today. The standard template library (STL) is heavily used, as is the external library Eigen.
It was decided that all instances of STL functions must be employed by explicitly preceding
the function with the std namespace.
One important feature of the entire implementation is that the code is compiled dif-
ferently depending on the number of dimensions. By specifying the dimension at compile
time, significant portions of code can be excluded in the executable that is built. This
also leads to the development of highly optimized implementations based on the number of
dimensions. Specifying the number of dimensions at compile time also allows the compiler
to perform greater optimizations since more information is known.
A header file (Utils.hpp) has been created for use by all other files in the code base
that require the core functionality. This is where common includes are set, as well as the
problem dimension, useful global variables, enumerations, and functions. Commonly used
constants are specified using the C++ constexpr type specifier in order to facilitate compile-
time optimizations. C++ enumerations are used to facilitate readability throughout the
code. For example, anywhere directionality is required in the code (i.e. face directions) the
enumeration, “Direction” is used, with available choices set to “RIGHT”, “LEFT”, “TOP”,
“BOTTOM”, “FRONT”, or “BACK”. Another common enumeration used throughout the
code is “Axis”, which can be specified as “X”, “Y”, or “Z”. This provides a very clear
implementation, which specifies intent. For example, if the Y component of a vector, v,
must be assigned, it can be done so using v[Y] instead of v[1]. Several other enumerations
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are used, which correspond to scheme choices, algorithms, and other common parameters.
2.7.3 High Level Structure
The main C++ file contains minimal implementation, and acts as the owner of the entire
simulation, executing the process, and cleaning up all resources. The main function creates
an object of the Domain class, which orchestrates the entire numerical problem. The Do-
main obtains the user specified input by creating an object of the InputFile class to read
and store all information pertinent to the case. The type of simulation dictates how the
solution must proceed, and this information is stored within the Simulation class. Once the
Domain class instantiates a Simulation object, it must first initialize the Simulation, and
then advance the simulation in time though numerical iterations.
The Simulation class is the base class for any derived implementations of specific phys-
ical problems. The Simulation creates the grid and all numerical models that are required
for the problem at hand. For the common case of the Navier-Stokes equations, the Navier-
Stokes class is used, which contains an object of the Grid class, a TimeIntegration scheme,
and a SpatialScheme. Other examples consist of the GeometryMotion, PanelMethod, New-
tonian, and FSI classes. The GeometryMotion class consists only of the input physical
geometry. Such a simulation does not require a grid or spatial and temporal discretization.
In order to make this simulation non-trivial, a body motion should be defined, such as a
6-DoF model with applied loads. Thus, this class presents an approach for validating the
motion capabilities within the code. The PanelMethod class implements an approach for
calculating the pressure distributions for subsonic incompressible and compressible flows,
using surface information only. The Newtonian class implements both the Newtonian and
Modified Newtonian methods for computing pressure distributions over geometries in hy-
personic flow. The primary distinction between sub-classes of Simulation is that each may
require different combinations of time integration schemes, spatial schemes, grids, and input
geometries.
The primary simulation type for this research is the NavierStokes and FSI simulation
classes. The solution of the Navier-Stokes equations requires three main components: 1.) a
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grid for numerical discretization, 2.) a time integration scheme, and 3.) a spatial scheme.
Thus, the remainder of the code descriptions will focus around the Navier-Stokes and FSI
implementations.
2.7.4 Geometry Configuration and Motion
Before discussing the spatial discretization and grid class, a discussion on the input geometry
and motion is necessary. The input geometry configuration is stored in an object of the
GeometryConfiguration class. The Grid class, which will be discussed next, is the owner
of this object. The class has been designed to store multi-body configurations, along with
motion. Any number of input geometries are allowed, each coming from a different geometry
file. Each geometry component can undergo independent scaling, initial translations, initial
rotations, and unique grid parameters can be specified.
The input geometries are stored in objects of the PhysicalGeometry class. Three types of
input geometries are allowed, depending on the dimension of the problem. 1-D simulations
accept a set of points that can define the boundary points of the problem. An example
of this would be a 1-D piston, defined by two points (left edge and right edge of a finite
thickness piston). In 2-D, geometries are specified by a list of coordinates that are converted
into discrete line segments. In 3-D, the STereoLithography (STL) file format is required,
and converts the triangular information into a triangle element data structure.
For each geometry component, any number of motions can be assigned. Allowable mo-
tion types are contained within the following classes: PrescribedTranslation, PrescribedRo-
tation, PrescribedPitch, PrescribedPlunge, RigidDynamics, MassSpringSystem, BeamSolver,
or LS DYNA. All of these classes derive from the base class, BodyMotion. Each of the
classes simulates motion through a function that implements the specific type of motion,
advances local motion properties, and updates all geometry components that are impacted
by the motion.
The prescribed motion classes are used for motion types that are known a priori. Cur-
rently, there are four types of prescribed motion, though the extension to a prescribed
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generalized motion could be easily added, provided a well defined input format for describ-
ing such motion. PrescribedTranslation is specified by a velocity vector that indicates the
speed and direction of translation. PresribedRotation is used for a geometry component
that is undergoing rotation about a specified axis at a constant speed. PrescribedPitch is
specified by a pitching axis, center of rotation, and an amplitude and frequency of oscil-
lation. PrescribedPlunge is specified in the same way as the pitching motion, except the
amplitude is a translation amplitude, and the pitching axis becomes the translation axis.
The RigidDynamics class is used for six DoF motion subject to the applied aerodynamic
loads. The input parameters for this motion include the mass, center of mass, and principal
moments of inertia. The input file provides the option for constraining any of the six
degrees of freedom (translation or rotation). Initial translational and angular velocities can
be specified, along with external body accelerations (i.e. gravity). Details regarding the
6-DoF algorithms can be found in Appendix B.
Two simplified structural models are implemented within NASCART-GT to study the
interaction with mass-spring systems and Euler-Bernoulli beams. The MassSpringSystem
class solves the 2nd order, 1-D mass-spring ODE with an applied forcing function derived
from the aerodynamic load. Input parameters include the mass and spring stiffness. The
equations can be solved for either dynamic or static equilibrium. The Euler-Bernoulli beam
implementation solves the equations of motion for a system constructed from elemental
mass and stiffness matrices.
The LS DYNA class implements the functions necessary for preparing data for output,
and reading in deflected data for coupling with LS-DYNA. Several parameters are required
for input, including information regarding the LS-DYNA run path, executable locations,
input file names, and execution parameters. The simulation functionality includes writing
out aerodynamics forces, initiating the execution of LS-DYNA, reading in the deflected
geometry, and updating geometry and boundary conditions within NASCART-GT.
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2.7.5 Grid Generation
The unstructured, Cartesian mesh is automatically generated, and is resolved to a user
specified level to capture the immersed geometry. The Grid class is used to manage the
entire mesh, including grid generation, solution adaption, and visualization output of mesh
points. The grid stores all of its data in an Octree data structure. An Octree is a data
construct that serves as a container for what are termed, children cells. The primary
advantage of using such a structure is the parent-child relationship that can be used to
easily traverse computational cells. This is graphically described in Fig. 10.
Figure 10: Cell-octree data structure.
In its simplest approach, the grid contains a single cell, called the root cell. The root cell
has no parent since it is the highest cell in the data structure. As additional cells are added
to the mesh, they are initialized by refining the root cell. Refinement consists of creating a
new child octree within the current cell. The octree is a container itself that has connectivity
information to its parent cell and it children cells. Upon creation, 2Dim children cells are
created, where Dim is the dimension of the problem. This process of refinement continues
as necessary in order to resolve the input geometry. Now, consider the case where the base
of the grid is constructed by using multiple root cells. This setup produces multiple octree
data structures that are linked by assigning neighbor cells for each root cell. The purpose
for having such a capability is that is provides a means for generating rectangular grids,
while still maintaining square cells within the mesh.
The grid generation process is primarily governed by the continual reduction in cell
size at the grid/geometry interface. During this initial grid generation process, the actual
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intersection points between the physical geometry and the mesh are not necessary since it
is only refinement that is important. Thus, the algorithm used for determining whether
an intersection exists can be far more optimized than calculating intersection points. Cells
are continually sub-divided until user-specified grid generation criteria are met. The main
criteria requires a minimum number of computational cells along the longest body dimen-
sion. Upon completion of surface refinement, the intersection points are calculated using
algorithms specific for each of the three physical geometry types.
All cells that contain intersection points with the physical geometry are called surface
cells since they contain a representation of the physical geometry surface. Each surface is
treated as a single line segment (2-D) or a plane (3-D) with intersection points and a single
unique unit normal vector. This data is stored in an object of the Surface class, where
each cell contains a unique pointer to it. The surface boundary conditions are applied by
using this information, which implies that the surface boundary conditions can only be as
accurate as the surface implementation allows.
At this point during grid generation, the mesh consists of cells that are both external
and internal to the geometry configuration. A flood fill algorithm has been implemented to
set the state of each cell. Provided that there is a cell which is known to be external (in
most cases a corner cell of the mesh), it can be used as a starting point. The algorithm
proceeds by setting every neighbor of the starting cell to a boolean “inside” value of false.
This process continues by setting the neighbors’ neighbors until a surface cell is reached.
Surface cells are still treated as external cells, but the flood fill terminates the search along
that path since doing so would enter the inside of the geometry.
In most simulations, it is desirable to have a region of cells that extends outward from
the surface of the geometry configuration, where the refinement level of the cells are uniform
and all assigned to the level of the surface cells. This region is called the uniform surface
layer. Having such a region improves the quality of the solution near the surface by reducing
errors in the application of the surface boundary conditions. Additionally, when running
viscous simulations, there is the need to have regions of highly refined cells near the surface
in order to capture the strong gradients in the boundary layer.
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Finally, the grid must contain information regarding the state of the flow within every
cell. This is done by storing information within the Solution class. This class contains the
conservative state vector and the time step required based on the local fluid state.
2.7.6 Time Integration
The TimeIntegration class provides the framework for creating child classes that implement
different types of time schemes. Each time integration scheme follows a different procedure,
but in general, requires the evaluation of the right hand side of Eqn. (16) at one or more
points in time. Several explicit time schemes are implemented, including the 1st order
accurate explicit Euler scheme, the 2nd order accurate Hancock Predictor-Corrector scheme,
and six Runge-Kutta schemes up to 4th order accuracy. The functionality for the implicit
scheme, LUSSOR, also exists, which provides a 1st order accurate fully implicit option and
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2.7.7 Spatial Scheme
The SpatialScheme class contains a combination of all numerical schemes that are required
to solve the right hand side of Eqn. (16). The equation can be broken down into terms
that can be classified by their numerical properties. For example, the integral form of the




























G are the flux terms in each coordinate direction and can be split into




represent any physical source(s) modeled by the governing equations. The closed integral
is over the surface of the control volume, A, and V is the computational cell volume.
























U = [ConvectiveTerms] + [V iscousTerms] + [SourceTerms] (20)
where each of these components vary for different sets of governing equations. A vector
of these schemes is created inside the SpatialScheme class, and solutions are computed by
looping over each scheme’s implementation.
The Scheme class is the base class for every scheme that is implemented in order to solve
the right hand side of Eqn. (16). The inheritance diagram of the Scheme class is shown in
Fig. 11. The convective, viscous, and source term components are shown, and inherit from
the base Scheme class. Under each category, there are inherited classes that implement the
specific schemes. This design provides an efficient means for code development in terms of
adding new schemes, without impacting any other regions within the code.
Figure 11: Inheritance diagram of the Scheme class.
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2.7.8 Convective Flux Schemes
The implemented convective flux schemes are all face-based approaches, that solve Riemann
problems at each face, and sum contributions over all faces. The ConvectiveScheme contains
the functionality to loop over faces, and appropriately add the contributions. The actual flux
calculations are computed using the derived class for each specific convective flux scheme.
Several schemes are implemented, including AUSM, AUSMPW+, modified AUSMPW+,
AUSM+up2, Roe’s scheme, and HLLC. Modifications to AUMSPW+, which take into
account the ALE formulation can be found in Appendix A.
The numerical stencil is a vital component in determining the fluxes that are used
for the convective and viscous schemes. Two approaches exist within NASCART-GT for
computing the fluxes. The first, is based on a local structured grid approach, where neighbor
information is determined based on the cell size of the cell being updated. An example of
this is shown in Fig. 12a, where the red cell is the cell being updated, and the green cells are
the cells required to updated the state. For neighbor cells that are larger than the current
cell, the state contained at the cell center of the larger cell is used in the location identified
as “4”. For the situation where the neighbor cells are smaller than the current cells, the
smaller children cells are averaged to determine the state value at locations “1” and “2”.
The second approach that is used is referred to as the unstructured approach, where
only face neighbor data is required to compute the numerical fluxes, as seen in Fig. 12b.
In this method, state variable gradients are reconstructed within the cell using a weighted
least squares approach, and used to extrapolate to each face. The majority of analysis in
the present work is performed using the first approach, as it was the first method imple-
mented. The second method has been implemented recently by Dement and Ruffin [29] at
the time of writing this document. Any simulations using the second method are explicitly




Figure 12: Stencil construction for (a) structured approach and (b) unstructured approach
for extrapolating the state to the faces of cell # 0.
2.7.9 Viscous Flux Scheme
The ViscousScheme class is a pure virtual base class, and the child class, NSCentralDif-
ference2, implements a 2nd order accurate central difference flux scheme. In line with the
convective flux schemes, the contributions from each face are summed, and added to the
total cell residual.
2.7.10 Source Terms
Source terms are treated with a slightly different approach, since their mechanism is in-
herently different. All source terms that are implemented are not face-based, but rather
based on cell-centered data. Currently, there are several source terms including axisym-
metric terms, chemical rate productions, vibrational energy production, and a turbulence
production source term. These terms are added to the overall residual calculation.
2.7.11 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions are implemented as a heirarchical class, where the BoundaryCon-
dition class serves as a purely virtual interface. All boundary condition calculations are
contained within derived classes that override the virtual interface. These conditions in-
clude the surface boundary conditions, Riemann invariants, symmetry plane conditions,
superonic outlet, and freestream.
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2.7.11.1 Surface Boundary Conditions
The surface boundary conditions are applied using the immersed boundary method (IBM).
Details regarding the original NASCART-GT implementation can be found in references
[67] and [99]. The methodology is further detailed here, with emphasis on the effects of
non-stationary surfaces.
An example numerical stencil is shown in Fig. 13, where the surface passes through three
of the computational cells. The stencil is used to update the state in cell #7, and is char-
acteristic of a 2nd order accurate extrapolation. Additionally, corner cells are included, and
required for either the calculation of viscous gradients or are used in the pressure weighting
calculation in the AUSMPW+ inviscid flux scheme. All computational cells except for #13
are treated as flow cells, in that their states are computed using flux integration. Cells #10,
#11, and #12 are identified as surface cells, but no special treatment is applied to them.
However, cell #13 is classified as a ghost cell since it is completely inside the body. Thus,
the objective of the surface boundary condition is to appropriately set the state at the ghost
cell center.
The approach to setting the state at the center of cell #13 is to extrapolate data from
inside the flow domain. Two distances are required for this calculation. First, is the distance
(δG) from the ghost cell center to the nearest surface, along the vector defined by the normal
of the nearest surface cell. The second distance (δR) determines where the reference point
is located for use in extrapolation. Two approaches are implemented for determining this
distance. The first is to set δR = δG, which is the primary implementation used for setting
the state during flux integration. An alternate approach is to set δR = CellDiagonal, and
is often used when setting the surface state for visualization output.
Once δG and δR are determined, the reference point can be determined as:
R = x13 + (δG + δR)n (21)
For Dirichlet boundary conditions, the ghost cell state is then obtained through an
extrapolation, which uses an interpolated state at the reference point, and the known state
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Figure 13: Generic numerical stencil used near surface.
at the wall. Dirichlet boundary conditions are used for setting the no-slip velocity and
isothermal temperature. Equation 22 represents a generic boundary condition application
of this type, for setting a state, φ.
φ13 = φw + (
δG
δR
)(φw − φR) (22)
where φw is the prescribed quantity at the surface. Note, that for the no-slip velocity
boundary condition, φw becomes the velocity of the wall, which can be non-zero for moving
body simulations.
For the slip velocity boundary condition, the wall normal component of velocity must
match the surface normal velocity of the wall. The tangential velocity component is unaf-
fected by the existence of a moving surface.
For Neumann boundary conditions, the ghost cell state is obtained by enforcing the





This boundary condition is specifically used for the adiabatic temperature condition,
and for setting the pressure, assuming a zero pressure gradient.
The implementation of the surface boundary conditions is the most computationally
expensive operation of the boundary condition options. The class heavily interacts with
the Cell and Grid class in order to determine nearby surface information that is required
for setting the extrapolation distances. Additionally, interpolation to the reference point
is required, which significantly increases computational cost. The actual extrapolation
calculation, where Eq. 22 is used, requires little effort.
When simulating moving-body cases, there is a special situation that occurs when cells
emerge from inside the body. Two approaches have been utilized. If the emerging cell is
a surface cell (which is typically the case for small movements over a single time step),
then the state of the cell is set by applying the surface boundary condition, which provides
a physically appropriate value for the state. However, in situations where the geometry
moves many cells over a single time step, it is likely that the emerging cells do not become
surface cells, and can in fact be quite far away from the body. For this situation, the state
is interpolated from the nearest group of usable cell states.
2.7.11.2 Riemann Invariants
Riemann invariants are typically used to set the sates when using farfield boundary condi-
tions, and can be applied for subsonic and supersonic flow conditions. These conditions use
the fact that the Riemann invariant state remains constant along characteristic lines in the
flow.
The implementation of this approach requires the states that are interior and exterior
to the domain. The interior states are obtained through the use of a reference cell inside
the domain. The exterior state is assumed to be the freestream flow conditions.
The characteristics for a perfect gas are listed in Table 1. For supersonic flows, the
Riemann invariants are taken from the exterior for inflow, and are taken from the interior
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for outflow. For subsonic inflow, R1 through R4 are taken from the exterior, while R5 is
taken from the interior. For subsonic outflows, R1 through R4 are taken from the interior,
while R5 is taken from the exterior.
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The symmetry plane condition sets the state such that all flow properties are matched to
the reference point, except for the normal component of velocity. Such conditions are often
used along a plane dividing a symmetric flow around a symmetric body. The condition is
also used when simulating an inviscid wall at the domain edge. In fact, the implementation
of this class is a specialized version of the surface boundary condition, where the reference
point is known, the wall normal is pre-defined, and the velocity condition is set to slip wall.
2.7.11.4 Supersonic Outlet
The supersonic outlet boundary conditions can be used when the flow at the exit is known
to be supersonic. Since information does not propagate upstream in supersonic flow, the
condition downstream is only a function of the upstream state (as opposed to the sub-
sonic Riemann invariant approach). Information still propagates along the characteristic
directions, but can be approximated by setting the exterior state to be equal to the state
immediately interior to the domain.
2.7.11.5 Freestream
The freestream boundary condition is a straightforward implementation that immediately
returns the global freestream state of the flow. This is generally only used to apply the
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boundary condition at the inlet for supersonic cases. Subsonic cases require Riemann in-
variants at the inlet.
2.7.12 Solution-Based Grid Adaption
Solution-based grid adaption is a feature that is used to ensure that there is sufficient grid
resolution throughout the computational domain. For steady-state simulations, the solution
converges to a flowfield that is frozen in time. Thus, the purpose of grid adaption is to ensure
that the final mesh used to converge a solution is optimal with respect to the final solution.
For unsteady problems, where the flowfield’s spatial gradients are continuously changing,
the purpose of solution adaption is to maintain an optimal mesh for all time.
Grid adaption is implemented as a functionality within the Grid class. The core func-
tionality is based on the refinement strategy described by Tu [108], Marshall [75], Lee [68],
Lee [67], and Sekhar [99]. The input parameters that drive this functionality are the itera-
tion numbers at which the process begins and ends, as well as the frequency for which the
mesh is updated. The refinement and unrefinement flags are set based on gradients in the
flowfield.




where ~φ = ~ω, ~∇ · ~V , ~∇P , ~∇T , ~∇M , ~∇Tv, or ~∇yi. These correspond to vorticity, velocity
divergence, pressure gradient, temperature gradient, Mach number gradient, vibrational
temperature gradient, and species mass fraction gradient respectively.







and cells are refined or coarsened based on the following conditions:
coarsen : τφ < κcσφ (26)
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refine : τφ > κrσφ (27)
The values for κc and κr are specified as user input parameters for coarsening and
refinement respectively.
2.7.13 Variable and Mixture Classes
The conservative state vector is stored at every cell center, though many other flow proper-
ties must be calculated throughout a large scope of the solver. All functions that are needed
to make such computations are done via the Variable class. The class stores the freestream
state, along with information about additional models used (i.e. mixture and turbulence
models). The functions act as a generalized interface to calculate flow properties that can
be derived from the conservative state vector.
The Variable class also contains pointers to the mixture model and turbulence model,
if relevant. The Mixture class is a pure virtual class with derived classes for calorically
perfect gases (CPG) and chemically reacting perfect gas mixtures. This approach hides
the specific implementations necessary for computing thermodynamic quantities behind
Mixture functions, so the Variable functions do not need to know the specifics of the mixture
model. This further implies that the rest of the code base does not need to be aware of
these details either. For example, when calculating flux scheme values, there is no need to
alter the expressions based on the type of mixture model used.
2.8 FEA Solver
The structural analysis for FSI simulations can leverage the use of any number of commer-
cially available tools, open-source software, or the development of in-house codes. Rohrschnei-
der [93] investigated several structural analysis tools, including LS-DYNA, ABAQUS, and
ANSYS. It was found that LS-DYNA was the best choice for applications such as inflat-
able aerodynamic decelerators, where the materials are thin, membrane-like fabrics. Tanner
[107] expanded upon this research and continued to use LS-DYNA, citing Rohrschneider’s
assessment of numerical stability and consistent accuracy. That work also examined several
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verification cases with applications to inflatable decelerators. Additionally, LS-DYNA has
a large user base in the decelerator community. Examples of relevant structural analyses
using LS-DYNA can be found in Refs. [24, 109, 110].
For these reasons, LS-DYNA has been chosen for the current research. However, the
proposed computational framework shall not be limited to LS-DYNA, and in general, any
alternate structural analysis tool could be chosen if it satisfies engineering requirements.
It is important that the structural dynamics is modeled with sufficient accuracy, but the
primary focus of this research is into the use of the Cartesian CFD framework using the
immersed boundary method, and how well it can be used to effectively solve time accurate
FSI problems.
LS-DYNA [25] is a nonlinear, finite element solver developed by the Livermore Software
Technology Corporation (LSTC). Several element formulations exist within the software
package, where the necessary elements for the current work include mass elements, discrete
elements, beam elements, and shell elements. For all simulations, the materials are modeled
as either linear elastic or isotropic fabrics. When the structural dynamics are relevant,
the model is advanced in time using the classic Newmark-Beta method. For steady-state
simulations, where the dynamics are not relevant, the equilibrium solver is employed to
compute displacements. In order to couple NASCART-GT and LS-DYNA, a means for
sending and receiving data is necessary. LS-DYNA has a restart capability that is sufficient
for steady-state simulations. However, it was found that using the restart process was
insufficient for dynamic simulations where coupling requires data transfer at every time
step. For these cases, a user-defined loading feature is utilized. This approach required
development within the user-defined libraries of LS-DYNA to properly “pause” LS-DYNA
when the structural time step was complete, and to read-in the applied loading before LS-
DYNA proceeds with computations. The implementation of this capability is not naturally
supported by LS-DYNA at present, and is an important consideration in choosing LS-DYNA
for use in time accurate, staggered FSI algorithms.
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CHAPTER III
STATIONARY & PRESCRIBED MOTION SIMULATIONS
The first step towards evaluating FSI problems is to consider the stationary analysis of
relevant geometries and flight conditions as a means of initial code validation. Second, the
effects of moving bodies must be explored at the most fundamental level. Prescribed rigid
body motions satisfy this requirement, and provide a useful set of cases to validate moving
body problem.
In this chapter, numerical simulations are presented, which aim to validate stationary
and prescribed moving body cases. Simulations of a rigid tension cone at two different
angles of attack serve as a validation of the 3-D, stationary, inviscid capability of the code.
The fundamental problem of a supersonic piston moving at constant velocity is heavily
discussed to provide validation of the moving boundary conditions, as well as provide a
simple problem for gaining insights into the nuances related to the numerics of moving
body problems. The complexity of the simulations is then increased by considering the
following 2-D flows: a supersonic diamond airfoil in motion and a supersonic cylinder in
motion. Moving body simulations are compared to analogous stationary body simulations.
Finally, the aerodynamic characteristics of an oscillating airfoil in transonic flow are studied,
and results are compared against experimental data and other computational simulations.
Details concerning the effects of solution-based grid adaption and the impact of moving
bodies on the spatial order of accuracy are also explored.
3.1 Rigid Tension Cone
The first case presents an inviscid analysis of supersonic flow over a rigid tension cone
geometry. This serves as a validation of the CFD solver’s 3-D steady state inviscid capability.
Experimental schlieren imagery and pressure coefficient data [23] are used as a means to
validate the computational solution. The experimental data was produced in the NASA
Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (LUPWT). The validations are made for Mach 2.5 flow
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at an angle of attack of 0o and 20o. The freestream density and pressure are 1.082 x 10−1
kg/m3 and 4,481.59 Pa, respectively. The 0o angle of attack case was run using 2nd order
accurate fluxes, while the 20o angle of attack case used 1st order accurate extrapolation to
the cell faces, and both used the AUSMPW+ inviscid flux scheme. The simulations were
advanced in time using a 1st order accurate explicit time integration scheme. The grid
resolution was set such that the longest body dimension contained a minimum of 512 cells.
The simulations were run with a symmetry plane along the Z = 0 plane and a grid size
of (Xmin,Ymin,Zmin) = (-0.3, -0.3, 0.0)m and (Xmax,Ymax,Zmax) = (0.3, 0.3, 0.6)m. The
boundary conditions surrounding the domain were set to Riemann Invariants except along
the symmetry plane. Solution-based grid adaption was employed during the simulation in
order to resolve gradients in the flow. Adaption was based on velocity divergence, where the
refinement threshold was set to 1.3 and the unrefinement threshold was set to 0.7. Solution
adaption was set to occur every 200 iterations, beginning at 800 iterations and ending at
8,000. The simulations ran for a total of 10,000 iterations.
3.1.1 Rigid Tension Cone: 0o Angle of Attack
The first validation is for the 0o angle of attack flow. For this configuration and flow
conditions, it would be possible to simulate only one quarter of the geometry. However, the
entire positive half of the geometry was used for the flow computation. The computational
flowfield is compared to the experimental Schlieren imagery. The primary focus of this
investigation is to verify that the bow shock locations agree. It can be seen in Fig. 14 that
there is fairly good agreement in the overall shock structure, while the standoff distance is
slightly over-predicted. There is some disagreement with the shock structure on the aft-side,
but this is not a primary concern since an inviscid analysis is not able to capture viscous
effects that dominate the structure of the wake.
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Figure 14: Comparison between the computed density field and the experimental schlieren
image for the rigid tension cone at 0o angle of attack.
Figure 15: Pressure coefficient along the symmetry plane of the rigid tension cone at 0o
angle of attack.
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The pressure coefficient distribution is compared against experimental measurements
in Fig. 15. The stagnation point pressure matches well, as does the remaining pressure
distribution, especially around the expansion at the shoulder.
3.1.2 Rigid Tension Cone: 20o Angle of Attack
The next validation takes the same setup as the previous, with a change in flow direction.
Figure 16 shows comparisons between the computed density field and schlieren imagery.
These comparisons show close agreement with respect to the shock structure in both the
forebody region and wake region.
(a) Bottom half of CFD solution. (b) Top half of CFD solution.
Figure 16: Comparison between the computed density field and the experimental schlieren
images for the rigid tension cone at 20o angle of attack.
Figure 17 shows the distribution in pressure coefficient along the symmetry plane. The
computational solution compares very well with the experimental data along the wind-
ward portion of the surface with an over-prediction occurring as the leeward shoulder is
approached.
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Figure 17: Pressure coefficient along the symmetry plane of the rigid tension cone at 20o
angle of attack.
3.2 Constant Velocity Piston
Given the non-stationary nature of the surface interactions in FSI problems, it is necessary
to analyze situations with moving boundaries. The first series of analyses presents one
dimensional, inviscid simulations of a piston moving at a constant supersonic velocity inside
a channel. An analytic solution to this problem exists, in which the flow properties are
known as functions of space and time. The solution to such a problem is presented in texts
such as John [54] or Anderson [1]. The physical processes taking place in such a simulation
include the generation of a moving shock wave ahead of the piston, and a region of expansion
waves propagating behind the piston. These two physical phenomena are important in the
process of evaluating the numerical properties of the current approach.
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3.2.1 Fine Mesh Results
3.2.1.1 Stationary Piston
The first analysis has been setup in a one dimensional domain with a stationary piston of
width 2m, centered about an x location of zero. The boundary conditions at the left and
right edges of the domain are set to use the farfield Riemann invariants. The flowfield is
initialized to u = 1, 000m/s, P = 4 × 105Pa, and ρ = 1kg/m3. The freestream velocity
corresponds to a Mach number of 1.34 with respect to the speed of sound derived from the
initial conditions.
The grid extends from xmin = −30m to xmax = 30m, with a uniform distribution
of cells at a refinement level of 10, where ∆x ≈ 5.86 × 10−2m. The inviscid fluxes were
computed using the AUSMPW+ scheme with 2nd order accurate MUSCL extrapolation.
Time integration was performed using the 1st order accurate forward Euler scheme, with
a constant time step of ∆t = 2 × 10−7s. It has been observed that for these types of
simulations, the contribution of error due to temporal resolution is negligible compared
to the spatial error. Thus, the 1st order accurate scheme has been used primarily for its
computational speed, compared to multi-stage time schemes.
Simulations were run for a flow time of 0.01s. Figures 18 – 21 show comparisons between
the numerical simulations and the analytic solutions. The largest discrepancies can be
seen in the density distributions within the immediate vicinity of the piston on both the
compression and expansion sides, as shown in Fig. 19. These artifacts are the result of a well
known issue that appears in a class of numerical problems, termed the Noh problem [86].
This numerical instability is generally referred to as the numerical overheating problem,
where the temperature artificially increases near the wall, resulting in a corresponding
decrease in density. The cause of this instability has been largely unsolved. Recent work
by Liou [72] attributes the cause of this issue to the pressure flux in the finite volume
formulation, additionally citing that it cannot be eliminated through variations in time
step, grid spacing, or spatial order of accuracy. Liou proposed a correction that requires
the solution to the entropy transport equation instead of the energy equation. Addressing
this correction is beyond the scope of the present work, but has been discussed in order
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to sufficiently identify this well known numerical issue within the CFD community. The
velocity and pressure does not exhibit this numerical instability, as seen in Figs. 20 and
21. The velocity and pressure experience their largest errors at the foot and head of the
expansion region, but are nearly indistinguishable from the analytic solution along most of
the domain.
Figure 18: Density distribution for stationary, 1-D piston simulation, where NASCART-GT
result is compared against analytic solution.
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(a) Compression side. (b) Expansion side.
Figure 19: Detailed view of the density distribution in the region surrounding either side of
the stationary piston.
Figure 20: Velocity distribution for stationary, 1-D piston simulation, where NASCART-GT
result is compared against analytic solution.
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Figure 21: Pressure distribution for stationary, 1-D piston simulation, where NASCART-
GT result is compared against analytic solution.
3.2.1.2 Translating Piston
The translating piston simulation is setup identically to the stationary case. The piston is
initially centered about an x location of zero, and travels at a constant, prescribed velocity
of u = −1, 000m/s, with the negative sign indicating that the piston moves to the left. The
flowfield is initialized with zero velocity.
With simulations running for a flow time of 0.01s, the piston travels a distance of
10m. Figures 22 – 25 show comparisons between the numerical simulation and the analytic
solution. Similar to the stationary results, the largest discrepancies can be seen in the
density distributions within the immediate vicinity of the piston on both the compression
and expansion sides, as shown in Fig. 23. Compared to the stationary simulation, there
is greater numerical dissipation, indicated by the reduction in slope of the gradient. The
velocity and pressure does not exhibit the overheating problem, as seen in Figs. 24 and 25.
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Figure 22: Density distribution for translating, 1-D piston simulation, where NASCART-
GT result is compared against analytic solution.
(a) Compression side. (b) Expansion side.
Figure 23: Detailed view of the density distribution in the region surrounding either side of
the piston.
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Figure 24: Velocity distribution for translating, 1-D piston simulation, where NASCART-
GT result is compared against analytic solution.
Figure 25: Pressure distribution for translating, 1-D piston simulation, where NASCART-
GT result is compared against analytic solution.
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3.2.2 Discussion on Accuracy
Further investigation of the numerical accuracy of the piston simulation is discussed next.
The previous section presented results for a finely resolved mesh. In this section, simulations
are presented where the mesh resolution is varied, the order of accuracy for the inviscid
flux scheme is explored, and the effects of piston velocity are studied. All geometry, grid
dimensions, and numerical parameters are identical to the grid converged simulations of the
previous section, unless otherwise specified.
First, a grid resolution study is performed, by varying the refinement level from a value
of 7 to 10. Note that the cell size, ∆x, can be computed as a function of the grid size, L,





The grid resolution study looks at both stationary and translating piston simulations.
The stationary piston is initialized such that the flowfield has a nonzero velocity of 1, 000m/s,
while for the translating piston simulations, the flowfield is initialized to a velocity of zero,
and the piston travels at a speed of 1, 000m/s. Comparisons are made between the numerical
simulations and the analytic solution for each side of the piston. The pressure distributions
for the stationary simulations are shown in Fig. 26. As expected, the numerical solution is
most dissipative for coarser meshes. Similar plots are shown in Fig. 27 for the translating
piston simulations. Note that the location of the shock and expansions waves are different,
as they have traveled a different distance, compared to the stationary simulations. Likewise,
the same trend of increasing accuracy with mesh refinement is seen. However, it is clear
that there is significantly more dissipation across the shock in this case.
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(a) Shock (b) Expansion
Figure 26: Pressure distribution through the shock wave and expansion, as a function of
mesh refinement level (Ref. Level) for the stationary piston.
(a) Shock (b) Expansion
Figure 27: Pressure distribution through the shock wave and expansion as a function of
mesh refinement level (Ref. Level) for the translating piston.
To explore this further, a single mesh refinement is considered (refinement level = 7),
and the effects of order of accuracy are investigated. Density and pressure distributions
are shown in Figs. 28 and 29, with both the shock and expansion cases considered. The
density profile through the shock in Fig. 28a provides a clear picture for comparing the four
approaches. From a purely qualitative standpoint, the accuracy of each approach can be
gauged based on the amount of dissipation, evident by the smearing of the shock, as well as
the accuracy of the post-shock density. The translating 1st order accurate simulation is the
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least accurate on both accounts. The other three simulations improve upon the accuracy
of the gradient, as well as the post shock density value. The most accurate simulation from
a qualitative standpoint is the 2nd order accurate stationary piston.
The expansion in Fig. 28b shows a similar inaccuracy near the piston, in terms of density
magnitude. Additionally, there is also evidence of a numerical instability occurring where
the slope in density abruptly changes. For the expansion, the translating 2nd order accurate
simulation follows the analytic solution the best, while the 1st order accurate stationary
simulation fairs the worst. These same trends can be seen in the pressure distributions
in Fig. 29. However, do note that the pressure approaches the piston smoothly, and
asymptotes towards the analytic solution. The accuracy in density and pressure approaching
the piston correlates well with the expectations set forth during the previous discussion of
the numerical overheating problem.
(a) Shock (b) Expansion
Figure 28: Density distribution through shock wave and expansion for mesh refinement level
7. Comparisons are made between 1st and 2nd order spatial accuracy for the stationary and
translating piston.
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(a) Shock (b) Expansion
Figure 29: Pressure distribution through shock wave and expansion for mesh refinement
level 7. Comparisons are made between 1st and 2nd order spatial accuracy for the stationary
and translating piston.
It is important to re-iterate that the most accurate solution on the compression side
and the expansion side comes from using different strategies. However, this is natural when
the numerical nature of the problem is considered. Despite the fact that the stationary
and translating piston simulations present different numerical challenges, they are in fact
representative of the same physical problem. This implies that the shock wave and expansion
waves travel at the same velocity relative to the piston when comparing the two different
frames of reference. Specifically, this implies the following: the shock and expansion waves
generated by the stationary piston ideally travel at the theoretical wave speeds with respect
to the piston, and with respect to the stationary background mesh, since both are at rest.
When the piston is in motion, the shock and expansion waves still travel close to the
theoretical wave speed with respect to the piston. However, the fact that the piston is in
motion, implies that the waves are now traveling at different velocities with respect to the
stationary mesh, when compared to those generated by the stationary piston.
This is important to consider from a numerical standpoint because artificial viscosity
generated by Riemann solvers scales with wave speed. First, consider the compression side
of the piston where the shock wave is generated. In the stationary piston simulation, the
shock wave travels to the left at the shock speed, us, with respect to the piston and the
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stationary mesh. Thus, the global velocity of the shock wave is us,g = us. In the translating
piston simulation, the shock wave travels to the left at the shock speed relative to the
piston, where us,g = us + up. The latter simulation results in a shock with a larger wave
speed, leading to an increase in artificial viscosity, where the shock is highly dissipated and
smeared over a larger distance.
When considering the expansion side of the piston, the opposite conclusion can be
made. In the stationary piston simulation, the head of the expansion wave travels to the
right at the local speed of sound ainitial. However, in the translating piston simulation,
the motion of the piston towards the left reduces the global wave speed of the expansion
propagating to the right. Thus, the lower global wave speed generated in the translating
piston simulation results in less artificial viscosity when compared to the stationary piston
simulation. The conclusion is that the artificial viscosity is minimized on the compression
side when the stationary piston is considered, and is minimized on the expansion side when
the translating piston is considered.
The numerical dissipation associated with the AUSMPW+ flux scheme can be quanti-
fied, and comparisons made between the stationary and translating piston simulations. The
numerical dissipation on the compression side can be computed by considering the local re-
gion surrounding the shock wave. If the shock wave is aligned precisely with a cell interface,
the pre-shock and post-shock conditions are known in the adjacent computational cells. A
standard formulation for the numerical flux [58] can be written in terms of the numerical
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For the current physical problem under consideration, the thermodynamic state of the
fluid on the left and right sides are the same between the stationary and translating piston
simulations. The only difference is in the local flow velocity, as a result of the reference
frame shift. The dissipation vectors associated with the stationary and translating piston
simulations have been computed within the numerical flux scheme and are listed below.




















Next, the numerical accuracy of these simulations is explored by performing mesh re-
finement studies, and examining the errors generated. First, it should be noted that the
contribution of numerical error from the temporal integration is negligible for the time
steps considered. The minimum time step requirements, based on numerical stability of the
physical problem, are sufficiently small such that only a study of the spatial resolution is
warranted. Several mesh refinements have been considered, and for each, four simulations
are presented: 1) stationary piston with 1st order accuracy, 2) stationary piston with 2nd
order accuracy, 3) translating piston with 1st order accuracy, and 4) translating piston with
2nd order accuracy.
Figures 30 and 31 depict the L1 and L2 errors in density for the shock and expansion
sides of the piston. When performing a grid convergence study, the L1 and L2 errors must
be normalized by the number of computational cells used in each simulation. A standard













(ui − uexact)2 (35)
where ui refers to the quantity of interest within the computational cell of index i, and
the summation is performed over N computational cells. Additionally, in order to take
variations over time into account, the average error in time is considered.
When comparing these errors between the stationary and translating piston simulations,
there are additional concerns to explore. Consider the compression side, where the piston
moves through the stationary mesh, and consumes computational cells as it sweeps across
the domain. The total number of computational cells in the compression region is reduced.
Additionally, the shock wave location sits further to the left than for the stationary piston
simulation. This implies that the number of pre-shock computational cells has also reduced,
compared to the stationary piston simulation. Thus, there is a much larger region of either
zero or negligible contributions in error in the pre-shock stationary piston simulation. This
effect artificially inflates the L1 and L2 error calculations of the translating piston.
Thus, the approach taken is to let the value of N be the total number of computational
cells within the domain at the start of the simulation. Figure 30 shows approximately 1st
order accuracy on the compression side for the stationary piston simulations when consid-
ering both the L1 and L2 error. Theoretically, 2
nd order global accuracy cannot be achieved
since the surface boundary conditions are limited to 1st order accuracy. However, the 2nd
order accurate flux scheme does result in a decrease in error. The translating piston simula-
tions also show 1st order accuracy for both simulations. It has also been observed that the
structured stencil-based approach used for these simulations results in 1st order accuracy,




Figure 30: L1 and L2 error in density as a function of cell size for the compression side of
the flowfield.
Order of accuracy plots for the expansion side of the piston are shown in Fig. 31. The
stationary piston simulations result in larger error when compared to the translating piston
simulation for each spatial scheme. Note the indistinguishable difference in L1 error when
comparing the stationary and translating 2nd order accurate simulations. The L2 error only
marginally amplifies the differences in these simulations.
(a) (b)
Figure 31: L1 and L2 error in density as a function of cell size for the expansion side of the
flowfield.
In order to further characterize the effects of piston velocity on the numerical results,
a range of piston velocities have been considered. Inline with all simulations presented
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thus far, comparisons are made such that the relative velocity between the piston and the
fluid remains constant. That is, if the piston is stationary, the initial flowfield contains the
entirety of the velocity contribution. On the other hand, if the piston is moving, then the
flowfield velocity has been set to zero, while the entire velocity contribution is generated by
the piston. In the following simulations, several piston velocities are considered (up = 0m/s,
up = 200m/s, up = 400m/s, up = 600m/s, up = 800m/s, up = 1, 000m/s). Thus, the
corresponding flowfield velocities are initialized to a spectrum of values (uf = 1, 000m/s,
uf = 800m/s, uf = 600m/s, uf = 400m/s, uf = 200m/s, uf = 0m/s) respectively.
Density and pressure distributions through the shock wave are shown in Fig. 32, where
the numerical solutions are compared against the exact analytic solution. As expected,
the variation in piston velocity results in a smooth variation in density and pressure dis-
tributions, bounded by the limiting cases studied up to this point. These plots effectively
demonstrate the reduction in error as the piston speed is increased.
(a) (b)
Figure 32: Comparison between density and pressure distributions through the shock wave
as a function of piston velocity, while relative velocity between piston and fluid remains
constant.
The density and pressure distributions for the expansion side are shown in Fig. 33. These
plots demonstrate how the solution accuracy is increased as the piston speed increases. A
noteworthy observation is that the kink in the plots seems to disappear when the piston
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velocity falls approximately below the speed of sound. This is further explored in Fig. 34,
where this numerical artifact is clearly present when the piston is traveling at 700m/s, but
disappears below this velocity. It is possible that there is a connection between the piston
velocity, relative to the local speed of sound causing this. However, further investigation
is warranted, with particular attention towards the approaches used in setting the state
vectors as cells emerge from inside the body.
(a) (b)
Figure 33: Comparison between density and pressure distributions through the expansion
wave as a function of piston velocity, while relative velocity between piston and fluid remains
constant.
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Figure 34: Velocity distribution in the region between piston and expansion waves. Axial
position for each simulation is shifted such that piston location matches the stationary
piston simulation. The velocity label along the right corresponds to piston speed, and the
dashed line indicates the value of the local speed of sound at the foot of the expansion.
Symbols represent mesh nodes.
Finally, these results are collected in Fig. 35, where the L1 density error is plotted as
a function of piston speed for two mesh refinement levels. The first characteristic of this
plot demonstrates the reduction in error for the finer mesh. The second, highlights the two
trends previously discussed for the shock and expansion cases. For the shock wave, the
error increases with piston speed, while for the expansion wave, the error decreases with
piston speed.
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Figure 35: L1 error in density as a function of piston velocity, while relative velocity between
piston and fluid remains constant. Results are shown for both the shock and expansion
regions for two mesh refinement levels.
3.3 Supersonic Diamond Airfoil
The first 2-D simulation is that of a supersonic diamond airfoil, and is chosen due to the
simplicity of the flowfield it produces. An attached shock is generated at the leading and
trailing edges, and an expansion fan at the mid-chord. This flow structure provides an
analytic solution to the surface pressure distribution as the flow passes through these turn
angles. The diamond airfoil has a 1 m chord length and a half angle of 21.8o. Two types
of simulations are presented: 1) a stationary airfoil with Mach 2 flow and 2) an airfoil
translating into quiescent flow at a velocity that corresponds to Mach 2 conditions. All
simulations in this section were run using the AUSMPW+ scheme with 2nd order accurate
MUSCL extrapolation, and 1st order time accuracy.
As with the previous discussion for the 1-D piston, the following analysis first considers
a uniform Cartesian mesh. The resolution of the mesh has been chosen to be coarse enough
to highlight differences between stationary and relative motion simulations. Since a uniform
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mesh significantly increases the computational cost, the stationary simulation used a small
computational domain size with supersonic outlet boundary conditions at all edges except
for the freestream coming from the negative x-direction. In the relative motion simulation,
the airfoil was required to travel approximately 35 m to achieve convergence. Running
a uniform mesh of this size would be extremely costly. Thus, the domain size was set
to the same size as the stationary simulation, and as the airfoil approached the edge of
the computational domain, the domain was extended to ensure there was always sufficient
computational space ahead of the airfoil. Likewise, the size of the domain in the wake
was constantly reduced to eliminate cells that were not critical to the calculation. In all
comparisons, the coordinates of the relative motion simulation are adjusted to coincide with
the results of the stationary simulation.
The results of the uniform mesh simulations are shown in Fig. 36. The flowfield shows a
comparison of the pressure distribution between the stationary and translating simulations.
The overall flow structures agree very well, and on close examination of the leading edge
shocks, the effects of the moving body case are evident. The shock thickness is larger for
the translating airfoil compared to the stationary case. A similar trend can be seen at the
expansion fan as well, where the contour lines are more closely spaced for the stationary
simulation. These results are more clearly seen in the plot of surface pressure distributions.
In both cases, it is evident that the mesh resolution is not sufficient enough to capture the
leading edge shock well. However, the purpose of this simulation was to show the differences
in how well the shock and expansion fan was captured between the two frames of reference
for a given resolution. For the translating simulation, the shock is thicker, resulting in a
larger pressure by the time the flow arrives at the leading edge. In both cases, the pressure
ultimately rises to the expected analytic value. The differences in capturing the expansion
fan can clearly be seen in the surface pressure distribution.
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(a) (b)
Figure 36: Comparison between a stationary and translating diamond airfoil on a uniform
mesh. The pressure flowfield is shown in (a) and the surface pressure distribution is shown
in (b).
Next, the same analysis was performed using a non-uniform mesh. For this particular
problem, accuracy of the surface pressure distribution is primarily dependent on accurate
shock capturing. This means that for all time in the simulation, the mesh must properly
resolve the leading edge oblique shock. For the results presented, it was found that as
long as the mesh maintained a thick enough band of fine cells around the shock, then this
requirement was satisfied. Figure 37 shows comparisons between the two simulations. The
oblique shocks compare well between the upper and lower half, while differences can be
seen downstream of the shock. These differences are caused by the non-uniform mesh,
though they do not impact the surface pressure distribution for this type of problem. The
pressure distributions are shown in Fig. 38, where a similar discussion from the uniform
mesh simulation can be made. It is evident that surface pressure distributions are nearly
identical between the uniform and non-uniform meshes. This agreement is a strong function
of how the entire flowfield affects the surface quantities. Since the surface quantities are
driven by the leading edge shock and the centered expansion fan, it is only necessary to
capture these phenomena accurately.
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(a) (b)
Figure 37: Comparison between a stationary and translating diamond airfoil on a non-
uniform mesh. The pressure flowfield is shown in (a), with the addition of mesh lines shown
in (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 38: Comparison of surface pressure distribution between a stationary and translating
diamond airfoil for a non-uniform mesh (a) and a comparison between all diamond airfoil
results (b).
3.4 Supersonic Cylinder
Supersonic flow around a cylinder is considered next. This configuration provides a very
different flowfield in that there is a detached bow shock, producing a region of subsonic
flow in front of the cylinder. Unlike the diamond airfoil, the flowfield properties are not
constant behind the shock, which further tests the moving body implementation, as well
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as the effects of non-uniform meshes. The relative Mach number between the cylinder and
freestream is set to M = 2. Once again, the stationary simulation examines a geometry
placed into Mach 2 flow, while in the translating simulation the cylinder moves at Mach 2
into quiescent flow. All simulations in this section were run using the AUSMPW+ scheme
with 2nd order accurate MUSCL extrapolation, and 1st order time accuracy.
The first simulation presents a comparison on uniform meshes, as shown in Fig. 39.
The flowfields are very similar, with differences primarily in the shock thickness, and dis-
agreement in the wake. The shock thickness has increased due to the additional dissipation
found in the translating simulation, as discussed in previous examples. Additionally, there
are small oscillations present behind the shock in the stationary case, which are a well
known phenomena often observed behind curved shocks that are not aligned with cell faces.
The added dissipation in the translating simulation provides enough damping to eliminate
most of the numerical post-shock oscillations. The differences in the wake region can be
attributed to the issue of emerging cells. For the current mesh resolution, the states being
set for emerged cells cannot exactly replicate the same physics being captured in the sta-
tionary simulation. The surface pressure distribution shows nearly perfect agreement along
the cylinder, until a small region on the rear of the cylinder is approached.
(a) (b)
Figure 39: Comparison between a stationary and translating supersonic cylinder on a uni-
form mesh. The pressure flowfield is shown in (a) and the surface pressure distribution is
shown in (b).
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Figure 40 illustrates the differences seen when considering a non-uniform mesh. As
with any CFD simulation, the quality of the mesh plays a significant role in determining
the accuracy of the solution. It has been found that extra care must be taken to ensure
that the post-shock region of the mesh is well maintained, especially for the translating
cylinder simulation. Performing solution-based grid adaption on the typical parameters
such as velocity divergence, or gradients in the flow properties was found to be insufficient.
Thus, an additional parameter was considered for this study. The absolute value for speed
of sound was chosen, for which a cutoff value of 450m/s was chosen. This was chosen
based on a priori knowledge of the flowfield, and cell refinement was set in regions of the
flow where the speed of sound was greater than this value. Large values of speed of sound
typically occur in the stagnation region for this type of simulation, and was thus a useful
choice.
Since the mesh in the stagnation region is nearly identical between the stationary and
translating simulations, the flowfield contours in this region appear to agree well. The
contour lines show additional noise in the translating simulation in regions where the mesh
is not sufficiently resolved. Figure 41 first shows a comparison between the surface pressure
distribution for the non-uniform mesh simulations. The surface pressure between the two
simulations is indistinguishable in the stagnation region, as desired, based on the similarity
in meshes. However, as the surface streamlines leave the stagnation region, the pressure
imparted on the cylinder begins to show minor deviations.
It is also interesting to compare the pressure distribution along the stagnation line.
Such a plot provides a clearer picture as to how well the shock location is captured, and
what the pressure looks like as the flow approaches the stagnation point of the cylinder.
The stationary and translating uniform mesh simulations show very close agreement along
the entire stagnation line. The only differences are due to the slightly dissipative shock.




Figure 40: Comparison between a stationary and translating supersonic cylinder on a non-
uniform mesh. The pressure flowfield solution is shown in (a), along with the grid lines in
(b).
(a) (b)
Figure 41: A comparison of surface pressure distribution between a stationary and trans-
lating supersonic cylinder on a non-uniform mesh is shown (a). Stagnation line pressure
profiles are shown for all supersonic cylinder simulations in (b).
3.5 Transonic Oscillating NACA 0012 Airfoil
The next simulation considers a NACA 0012 airfoil oscillating in pitch. Computational
results are compared against AGARD experimental data [65]. The pitch oscillations are
governed by the sinusoidal expression,
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α (t) = αm + αosin (2πft) (36)
where α is the angle of attack, αm is the mean angle of attack, αo is the pitch oscillation
amplitude, and f is the pitch frequency. In a similar way that Mach number is the appro-
priate non-dimensional parameter for describing the convective behavior of the flowfield,
reduced frequency provides the correct similarity parameter for matching unsteady aerody-
namic phenomena. The reduced frequency, K, for simple harmonic motion is a function of








The case under consideration is identified in the AGARD report as CT Case 5. The flow
and geometry parameters are listed below in Table 2. Two inviscid simulations were run:
1) relative body motion and 2) rigid grid motion through the use of the ALE formulation.
Both simulations used the same grid dimensions spanning the range [-10m,10m] in both
coordinate directions. The domain edge boundary conditions were set to the farfield con-
dition to use Riemann invariants. Global, explicit time stepping was performed using the
3rd order TVD Runge-Kutta scheme. Before initiating the pitching motion, the simulations
were run to steady state at the mean angle of attack condition. The convective fluxes were
computed using the AUSMPW+ scheme, along with the 3rd WENO extrapolation scheme.
The relative motion simulation was computed with a constant time step of 5.0 x 10−7s.
With an oscillating frequency of 62.5 hz, a single period takes 0.016 s, which corresponds to
32,000 iterations. The mesh resolution was set such that the airfoil had a minimum of 128
cells along the chord length, corresponding to a refinement level of 15 (∆x = 20m/215 ≈
0.61mm). A uniform region of the finest cells was set around the airfoil up to a distance
of 0.02 m. Solution adaption was turned on for the entire simulation at a frequency of 10
iterations. The velocity divergence was used as a means for performing solution adaption,
with the coarsening and refining parameters set to 0.5 and 0.7 of the mean divergence
respectively. The initial mesh had 15,740 computational cells, compared to the 21,660 at
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completion. There were 370 computational surface cells that defined the airfoil geometry.
The ALE simulation had all the same characteristics, with negligible changes in cell count.
Snapshots of the flowfield are shown in Fig. 42 for four instances in time. The series
starts with the airfoil pitching in a nose up direction at an angle of 0o. An intermediate
angle of 1.77o is shown, before the maximum pitch amplitude of 2.51o is shown. The fourth
image shows the airfoil pitching down as it passes through an angle of 1.77o. A plot of
normal force coefficient is shown in Fig. 43. The ALE simulation represents the baseline
solution given the current mesh resolution and numerical scheme properties. There is fairly
good agreement between the ALE results and the experimental data. There is a trend of
underprediction that has also be seen by several other researchers [83, 79, 71, 39, 52, 7], that
is likely caused by the shock-boundary layer interaction that exists in the experiment, but
not in the numerical simulations. Now, considering the relative motion simulation, there is
good agreement compared to the ALE approach, with the largest deviations occurring at
the maximum pitch up and pitch down conditions. The normal force coefficient curve for
the relative motion case also produces slightly more noise as a result of the computational
surface mesh constantly changing as the airfoil sweeps through the stationary Cartesian
mesh.
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(a) α = 0o, Nose pitching up. (b) α = 1.77o, Nose pitching up.
(c) α = 2.51o, Maximum pitch. (d) α = 1.77o, Nose pitching down.
Figure 42: Snapshots of flowfield pressure distributions for the relative motion, oscillating
NACA 0012 airfoil.
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Figure 43: Normal force coefficient as a function of angle of attack for an oscillating NACA




Aerodynamic coupling with rigid body motion presents a class of problems that further
advances the modeling towards time accurate FSI. The rigid body dynamics of interest in
the present chapter are based on experimental tests performed in a supersonic ballistic range.
As such, these types of analyses are typically referred to as free flight simulations. This
class of problem is essentially a subset of the larger FSI problem, given that there is strong
coupling between the fluid flow and structural behavior of the vehicle. In this particular
case, however, the structure is not allowed to elastically deform. The only allowable degrees
of freedom are the six rigid body motions.
In this chapter, coupling between the fluid dynamics and the 6-DoF model (Appendix
B) is evaluated by both stationary and moving body problems, using a simplified 2-D MSL
capsule, where comparisons are made against the results from US3D [87, 31]. The present
work is based on a set of computational results [105] that model a series of ballistic range
tests [98], studying the free flight motion of the MSL capsule. For the sake of computational
efficiency, a 2-D simulation is investigated rather than a full 3-D analysis. Doing so reduces
the computational time, and provides an efficient means for validation. Given that the
problem is 2-D, the free flight dynamics will not replicate those of the 3-D ballistic range
test. Thus, collaboration with the primary author of Ref. [105] provided a means for
code-to-code comparisons. This section is broken down into three components. First, the
physical problem is described, along with an overview of the numerical setup. Next, a series
of static simulations are presented, which serve to validate the static aerodynamic loads.
These analyses provide a baseline, with respect to spatial resolution, that can be used for
the free flight simulations contained in the third section.
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4.1 Physical Problem and Computational Mesh
The 2-D MSL capsule has a diameter of D = 4.5015m, and is subjected to Mach 2.54 flow.
The freestream density is ρ∞ = 2.88 × 10−4kg/m3, pressure p∞ = 20.31Pa, temperature
T∞ = 245.45K, and velocity V∞ = 800.0m/s.
The mesh quality in each of the simulations is a critical component in producing accurate
simulations. The simulations presented in this chapter are compared against the numerical
results using US3D, so it is important that the grids exhibit similar resolution and overall
mesh quality. The dimensions of the NASCART-GT mesh are larger than that of the US3D
mesh, which was done for the sake of ensuring that the boundaries were sufficiently far
from the geometry, and that the bow shock could be resolved to a greater distance. A
comparison between the two meshes can be seen in Fig. 44, where the NASCART-GT
mesh has been adapted based on solution gradients, tracking the primary flow features,
which have manifested as shock waves.
Figure 44: Comparison of meshes between NASCART-GT and US3D.
The mesh spacing for the present analyses has been chosen such that it is similar to the
mesh used for US3D. Since the Cartesian mesh requires computational cells with an aspect
ratio of unity, the two meshes cannot be perfectly matched in terms of cell size. Similarly
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sized computational cells are most important to find near the surface of the geometry, as
well as in the region of the bow shock. The smallest cell sizes in the NASCART-GT mesh
have dimensions, ∆x = ∆y = 0.049m, which can be found at the surface of the geometry,
as well as the shock region. The mesh used in the US3D simulations contains cells near the
surface of size ∆xn ≈ 0.05m and ∆xt ≈ 0.022m, while in the region of the bow shock, cell
sizes are ∆xn ≈ 0.0881m and ∆xt ≈ 0.048m, where ∆xn is the dimension normal to the
surface/shock and ∆xt is tangential to the surface/shock.
Figure 45 illustrates two additional comparisons between the US3D and NASCART-GT
meshes. In Fig. 45a, the major differences in meshing become apparent. Despite the fact
that the computational cells near the surface and bow shock are comparable (as seen in
Fig. 45b), there are stark differences within the shock layer, as well as the wake. Provided
that there is no significant losses in solution accuracy, these regions of coarse cells in the
NASCART-GT grid are highly desirable. They lead to a reduction in cell count, and are
the direct result of efficient use of the solution adaption capability.
(a) (b)
Figure 45: Comparison of meshes between NASCART-GT and US3D. The mesh in (a)
highlights the differences within the shock layer, and the mesh in (b) compares the cell sizes
near the surface of the capsule and in the region of the bow shock.
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4.2 Static Analysis Verifications
As a means of verifying NASCART-GT against US3D, a series of static simulations were run,
spanning a relevant range of pitch angles. Four different angles of attack were run, including
0o, 10o, 20o, and 30o. The primary quantity of interest is the aerodynamic load since this
is what governs the free flight motion in a dynamic simulation. The 3rd order accurate
TVD Runge-Kutta time scheme was used with a constant CFL of 1.0. The AUSMPW+
scheme was used with 1st order accurate face extrapolation for the inviscid fluxes. Solution
adaption was performed based on velocity divergence every 100 iterations until convergence
was achieved. The Riemann Invariant boundary conditions were used on all edges of the
grid boundary, and the slip wall surface boundary condition was used.
Fig. 46 shows a comparison of the force coefficient in the x and y directions as a function
of angle of attack. It is clear that the aerodynamic characteristics computed using both flow
solvers are in close agreement. The absolute value in error for the force coefficient quantifies
this agreement, with a maximum relative error of less than 3%.
Several data sets are presented in Figs. 47 - 54 that provide more detailed information
regarding each of the static simulations. All angles of attack are presented along with their
flowfield density distributions and surface pressure coefficients. For each flowfield image,
the NASCART-GT contours are shown by colored contouring, while the US3D contours
are shown by lines. This provides an effective means for comparing the two flowfields.
In general, the contours are much smoother for the US3D results, primarily due to the
increased mesh quality. The figures showing the entire flowfield highlight the qualitative
agreement in flowfield solutions, when considering a feature such as the bow shock. As the
angle of attack increases, the differences in flowfield solutions become more evident. The
plots of surface pressure coefficient show in greater detail where the solutions differ with
respect to the surface location. Despite these differences, the integrated loads compare well,
as quantified in Fig. 46.
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(a) (b)
Figure 46: Aerodynamic load comparisons between NASCART-GT and US3D for the 2-D
MSL verification simulations. The force coefficient is shown in (a) and the absolute force
coefficient error is shown in (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 47: Flowfield comparison between NASCART-GT and US3D for α = 0o simulation.
The NASCART-GT solution is shown in colored density contours, while the US3D solution
is shown in line contours.
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Figure 48: Comparison of surface pressure coefficient between NASCART-GT and US3D
for the α = 0o simulation.
(a) (b)
Figure 49: Flowfield comparison between NASCART-GT and US3D for α = 10o simulation.
The NASCART-GT solution is shown in colored density contours, while the US3D solution
is shown in line contours.
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Figure 50: Comparison of surface pressure coefficient between NASCART-GT and US3D
for the α = 10o simulation.
(a) (b)
Figure 51: Flowfield comparison between NASCART-GT and US3D for α = 20o simulation.
The NASCART-GT solution is shown in colored density contours, while the US3D solution
is shown in line contours.
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Figure 52: Comparison of surface pressure coefficient between NASCART-GT and US3D
for the α = 20o simulation.
(a) (b)
Figure 53: Flowfield comparison between NASCART-GT and US3D for α = 30o simulation.
The NASCART-GT solution is shown in colored density contours, while the US3D solution
is shown in line contours.
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Figure 54: Comparison of surface pressure coefficient between NASCART-GT and US3D
for the α = 30o simulation.
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4.3 Free Flight Analysis
The free flight analysis currently considers a single release angle of 10o. The 2-D MSL cap-
sule is constrained to planar motion, and fixed to its center of mass. A 1 DoF simulation
is studied, where the single degree of freedom is rotation about the pitch axis. The center
of mass is located at 0.299 capsule diameters along the axial direction from the nose, and
the moment of inertia about the rotation axis is 2343.6 kg ·m3, chosen to provide suitable
dynamics for a verification analysis. Upon release, the aerodynamic loads applied to the ve-
hicle were such that rotation towards 0o is triggered. In a purely non-dissipative simulation,
the capsule would be free to oscillate indefinitely with no loss in rotation amplitude. De-
spite the lack of viscosity in the Euler simulation, numerically generated artificial viscosity
provides a non-physical means for pitch damping.
A comparison of pitch angle is shown in Fig. 55, where there are three NASCART-
GT simulations compared against the US3D simulation. A constant time step of ∆t =
5.0 × 10−5s was used. The first NASCART-GT simulation is identified as using a similar
mesh to US3D. This specifically means that the computational cells near the surface and
bow shock are of the same approximate size. The cell dimensions are the same as described
for the static simulations. However, a uniform region of cells has been included around the
capsule with the goal of creating a relatively uniform region of cells out to a distance of 4m.
Additionally, no solution-based grid adaption was used. The purpose of this simulation was
to ensure that the meshes between the NASCART-GT simulation and the US3D simulation
were as close as possible, given their inherent differences. The second NASCART-GT
solution reduced the region of uniform cells to only 1m away from the capsule. Solution-
based grid adaption was used to refine the mesh in regions of large gradients, particularly
in the vicinity of the bow shock. This approach ensured that the bow shock was resolved to
a greater distance away from the body, compared to the first approach. Finally, the third
simulation utilized a uniform region of cells that extended to a distance of 10m away from
the capsule. Though this is not strictly a uniform mesh, all non-uniform cells are outside
the spatial region that influences the surface of the capsule. For this reason, the simulation
is referred to as being a uniform mesh.
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The first observation is that the NASCART-GT simulations exhibit very little pitch
damping, compared to the US3D simulation. It is noted that the CFL number was observed
to play a role in pitch damping, where larger CFL numbers led to greater pitch damping.
The US3D simulation was run using an implicit time scheme with CFL numbers up to 50.
The explicit time stepping used in the NASCART-GT simulations put a constraint on the
CFL number of approximately 0.5, which is theorized to be the reason for the reduced pitch
damping.
The oscillation frequency of the first NASCART-GT simulation shows the best qualita-
tive agreement with US3D. The frequency then increases for the remaining two NASCART-
GT simulations, which is quantitatively shown in Table 3. This simply implies that the
uniform mesh simulation yields a solution that demonstrates higher convergence, and is
potentially more accurate.
Figure 55: Comparison of meshing strategies of NASCART-GT against US3D simulation.
A grid convergence study is performed, where three mesh refinement levels are examined.
The mesh refinement level refers to the mesh resolution near the surface of the capsule and
region of mesh adaption along the bow shock. The surface refinement level of 16 corresponds
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Table 3: Comparison of pitch frequencies.
Simulation Freq. (Hz)
US3D 3.75× 10−2
Similar mesh to US3D 3.56× 10−2
Solution Adaption 4.04× 10−2
Uniform Mesh 4.22× 10−2
to the “Solution Adaption” simulation from Fig. 55. Two additional simulations were run,
with the smallest cells half and one quarter the size respectively. The pitch angle is shown
in Fig. 56. A geometry grid resolution of 32 is able to nearly capture the same frequency
as the simulation with a resolution of 64, as can also be seen in Table 4. Also, note that
there is greater pitch damping observed in the simulation with the finest mesh resolution.
The time steps were kept constant, while the mesh resolution was increased. This results
in a larger CFL number. Further investigation into smaller time steps may be of interest
in future work, though was not studied in the present work due to the significant amount
of computational time required for such a simulation.
Figure 56: Grid convergence study.
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Table 4: Comparison of pitch frequencies for grid convergence study.




Using the converged simulation with a grid resolution of 32, the x and y force coefficient
histories have been plotted in Fig. 57. The forces in the y-direction are the driving mecha-
nism behind the pitching motion, and it can be seen that these loads are in phase with the
response of the vehicle.
Figure 57: Grid converged simulation, showing the pitch angle history, as well as the time




Thus far, all analyses have considered the coupling of rigid body motion with fluid dynamics.
The final series of analyses investigates the interaction with elastic bodies. These fluid-
structure interaction simulations are presented by investigating 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D problems.
The focus of all simulations is on the time accurate nature of the problem, with steady-
state coupling presented for the 3-D tension cone as a means of model validation. One
dimensional elastic piston simulations present a simplified model for studying the numerical
properties of the approach, and validating the methodology. Two dimensional simulations
increase the complexity of the flowfield by considering the vortex induced vibrations of
an elastic cylinder and the deformations of a beam subjected to supersonic flow. Finally,
three dimensional simulations of a tension cone add significant complexity with respect to
meshing, boundary conditions, and computational cost, but lay the groundwork for studying
practical configurations of interest to the aerospace community.
5.1 Dynamic Analysis of Elastic Piston
The model problem consists of an elastic piston, where one end of the domain is closed with
a rigid wall, while at the opposite end, an elastic piston moves as a function of the applied
fluid dynamic load. A diagram of the configuration is shown in Fig. 58. The problem is
modeled in one spatial dimension and is a function of time. The fluid chamber is filled with
a compressible fluid obeying the perfect gas law, and the flow is assumed to be inviscid. The
initial length (L) of the fluid chamber is measured from the stationary end at the left hand
side to the equilibrium position of the piston. The elastic piston is modeled as a discrete
mass-spring system. The piston is represented as a point and has mass m, and the spring is
assumed massless with a stiffness constant, k. This problem provides a simplified test case
to analyze the numerical stability and accuracy of the coupled scheme.
The discrete piston system is governed by the harmonic oscillator equation:
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Figure 58: Model diagram of 1-D elastic piston configuration.
mü (t) + cu̇ (t) + ku (t) = f (u, t) (38)
where the damping coefficient, c, is assumed to be zero for the current analysis. u is the
displacement of the piston with respect to the equilibrium position, and u̇ and ü are the
velocity and acceleration of the piston respectively. The forcing function, f (u, t), can either
be prescribed, or is a result of the fluid dynamic loads.
The solution to this equation of motion is carried out using one of two options: 1) an
algorithm implemented within NASCART-GT or 2) through the use of LS-DYNA. The
following sections consider these two approaches in the analysis. Details regarding the
validation of NASCART-GT’s harmonic oscillator functionality can be found in Appendix
C.
The mass of the piston is 0.8kg and the structural frequency is set to ωs = 100rad/s.
The spring stiffness can be computed as k = mω2s = 8, 000N/m. The mass is given an
initial velocity of 20m/s. The initial flow conditions are set to ρ = 1.3kg/m3, a = 330m/s,
P = 1atm, γ = 1.4, and the initial size of the flow domain is L = 1m.
5.1.1 Elastic Piston with 0-D Fluid Model
The FSI problem is first investigated by considering a 0-D fluid model, where there are
no spatial variations in flow properties. Such a model provides a simplified expression for
evaluating the pressure applied to the surface of the piston, without the need for generating
a CFD mesh, and solving the Euler equations. However, this comes at a loss in accurately
capturing the true physics of the flow. Since spatial variations in flow properties are ignored,
pressure waves created by the piston are not modeled. Nevertheless, the model provides
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an effective baseline for validating the coupled problem. The fluid is assumed to be an
adiabatic, perfect gas governed by the following relationship.
p (t)V (t)γ = PoV
γ
o (39)
where p (t) is the time varying pressure of the fluid, V (t) is the time varying volume of
the fluid chamber, and γ is the ratio of specific heats. The volume of the chamber can be
expressed as a function of the piston displacement:
V (t) = Vo +Au (t) (40)
where A is the cross-sectional area of the chamber and Vo is the initial chamber volume.
Assuming a chamber height and depth of unity, the cross-sectional area becomes one square
unit. Additionally, the volume can be expressed strictly in terms of length. Thus, for the
problem under consideration
V (t) = L (t) = Lo + u (t) (41)
Substituting Eq. [41] into Eq. [39], and solving for p (t) yields
p (t) = po
(
Lo
Lo + u (t)
)γ
(42)
and this expression is exactly equal to the applied force, f(u), since A = 1m2. Within the
context of the following analyses, this expression is referred to as the nonlinear 0-D force
expression. As an additional simplification for the following analyses, Eq. [42] can also be







Using the linearized pressure function in Eq. [38] with a damping coefficient of zero
leads to the following governing equation.







By linearizing the forcing function, the equation can be re-written such that the external
fluid force can be absorbed into the spring constant term as
ü (t) + ω2nu (t) = 0 (45)






and keff is the effective spring constant for the equivalent unforced system,




Thus, the analytic solution to this equation is















The numerical solution to the governing equation is shown in Figure 59, using a tempo-
rally converged time step. The plots in this figure are presented to provide the reader with
a clear picture of the dynamics of the linear problem.
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(a) (b)
Figure 59: Displacement and pressure histories for the simulation of the 0-D linear piston.
Numerical analysis of the simulations is presented in Fig. 60, where the time averaged
L1 error is reported. Several time steps are shown, using five different numerical approaches.
All simulations used the NASCART-GT built-in mass-spring system solver, except for the
single LS-DYNA simulation. The forcing function was also modified to use the linearized
pressure of Eq. [43], rather than the aerodynamic loads. The single LS-DYNA simulation
applied the linearized forcing function by using an input file specified equation.
Since the solution to the fluid dynamics is an exact solution, and the numerical compu-
tation of the mass-spring system is of 2nd order accuracy, the coupling scheme can provide,
at best, a 2nd order accurate solution. The CSS coupling method reduces the global order
of accuracy to one, as seen in Fig. 60. Despite the apparent increase in order of accuracy
for larger time steps, this is merely due to the extremely large error in this region. As the
time steps continue to drop, the formal order of accuracy asymptotes to a value of one. The
tightly coupled method performs sub-iterations until convergence is achieved between the
displacement and force at each time step. This method achieves 2nd order accuracy. The
sub-iteration convergence criterion was set such that the force residual fell below a threshold
of 1.0×10−10N . For this specific simulation, sub-iteration convergence was achieved within
5 cycles, with the exception of five time steps that achieved sub-iteration convergence in four
steps. Next, the LS-DYNA results are nearly identical to the tightly coupled NASCART-
GT simulations. This is expected since the numerical algorithms are the same for both
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cases. Finally, the two 2nd order accurate coupling schemes (ISS1 and ISS2) demonstrate
the expected order of accuracy. For this particular problem, the ISS2 method produces an
error that is lower than that of the ISS1 method.
Figure 60: L1 displacement error for the simulations of the linear forcing function.
Next, the same analysis was performed using the nonlinear forcing function. Figure
61 shows the displacement and pressure histories over a small time interval in order to
emphasize the slight differences in the solution to the linear force vs. nonlinear force.
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(a) (b)
Figure 61: Displacement and pressure histories for the simulation of the 0-D piston using
the linear and nonlinear forcing functions.
Once again the L1 error has been plotted as a function of time step for the same methods.
Since there is no analytic solution to compute the error against, the errors have been
computed using a time step converged simulation. For this particular case, the “exact”
solution was treated as the solution from a tightly coupled simulation with a time step
of ∆t = 1 × 10−6. The qualitative results in Fig. 62 are very similar to those from the
linear force in Fig. 60. The same conclusions can be drawn, in that the ISS2 coupling
algorithm produces the lowest error, and all schemes other than the CSS method, yield
2nd order accurate results. Additionally, it is important to note that the largest time step
used in all of these analyses led to an unstable simulation using the CSS method, and
the simulation failed to complete. This limit demonstrates the important characteristic of
improved numerical stability when using the higher order coupling schemes.
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Figure 62: L1 displacement error for the simulations of the non-linear forcing function.
5.1.2 Elastic Piston with 1-D Fluid Model
With the validations presented for the 0-D fluid model, the next step is to introduce spatial
variations in flow properties through the use of the Euler solver. The fluid dynamics is
solved on a 1-D domain using a uniform mesh with 256 computational cells spanning the 1
m length of the fluid chamber. As the piston oscillates about the initial position, the total
number of cells vary as cells are consumed by the moving piston, and in the opposite case,
emerging from inside the piston.
As presented in the thesis by Piperno [90], the coupled eigenfrequency for the problem

















which results in a fundamental coupled eigenfrequency of 343.4 rad/s, or an oscillation
period of 0.0183 s.
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Several simulations are presented for this problem, where the fluid dynamics is coupled
to both an internal NASCART-GT mass spring solver, as well as externally to LS-DYNA.
The coupling within NASCART-GT allows the use of tightly coupled simulations, where
the sub-iterations are performed at each time step. These are not possible when coupled
with LS-DYNA, as there is no method to cycle back and forth within a given time step
until convergence is achieved. In both approaches, the CSS and ISS1 coupling schemes are
presented.
Figure 63 plots the displacement history for two simulations against the reference results
of Blom [9], and also compares against the analytic expression for eigenfrequency by indicat-
ing the width of each period. The simulation titled, “NASCART-GT” is one that uses the
internal mass spring solver, while “NASCART-GT + LS-DYNA” is coupled to LS-DYNA.
Both results used the ISS1 coupling scheme with a time step of ∆t = 2.5× 10−6s. The dis-
placement history for each time step shows very small differences when compared in a single
plot. Thus, these two simulations are presented as representative results to demonstrate
the physical behavior of the solution. The two results presented in this plot are indistin-
guishable from one another. These results, however, illustrate some differences compared to
the reference. First, the reference results are clearly more dissipative, as the displacement
amplitude reduces significantly during the simulation. Despite the differences in amplitude,
the frequency agrees very well qualitatively. Likewise, all simulations demonstrate good
agreement with the analytic eigenfrequency.
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Figure 63: Displacement history for the 1-D elastic piston. The ISS1 coupling scheme with
∆t = 2.5 × 10−6s is used for both simulations. Solutions are compared against reference
computational data [9] and against analytic eigenfrequency
The L1 error is shown in Fig. 64. The numerical error was computed as the difference
between the simulation data at the given time step and the results from a tightly coupled
simulation using a time step of ∆t = 1 × 10−7s. The time steps studied in the present
analysis range from ∆t = 2.5 × 10−6s to ∆t = 2 × 10−5s. For all results, the observed
numerical error adheres to 1st order accuracy. This is unlike the 0-D piston simulations,
where 2nd order accuracy was achievable using the ISS1 scheme as a result of at least 2nd
order accuracy in all portions of the analysis. As with the 1-D prescribed motion simulations,
the numerical error in the NASCART-GT flow simulations generate numerical error that is
heavily dominated by the spatial resolution. That is, the numerical error associated with
the spatial discretization is significantly larger than the numerical error introduced by the
temporal discretization. The absolute error introduced by spatial resolution can be reduced
by refining the mesh. However, due to stability constraints, this requires a reduction in the
time step as well. Thus, the time step is never allowed to be large enough for temporal error
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to dominate. The conclusion from these observations is that total error will not observe the
temporal order of accuracy, and the fluid dynamics will produce at best 1st order accurate
results.
This is what is observed in Fig. 64, where all coupling schemes demonstrate 1st order
accuracy. It is observed that the error produced by simulations coupled to LS-DYNA
generate larger error, when computed against the temporally converged simulation using
the NASCART-GT mass spring solver. These errors are likely due to the fact that the
numerical algorithms in both structural solvers are not identical, and will thus produce
slightly different solutions.
The two simulations using ∆t = 2 × 10−5s were numerically unstable when using the
same time step for the fluid and structural solvers. Thus, subcycling was used in order
to keep the time step of the CFD to half this value. At the larger time step, the CFD
simulation was unstable (i.e. the CFL number was too large). This approach demonstrates
the efficient use of subcycling when time constraints differ between disciplines.
Figure 64: L1 displacement error for the 1-D elastic piston.
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5.2 Vortex-Induced Vibrations of an Elastic Cylinder
A 2-D, laminar simulation is considered next, in which the motion of an elastic cylinder is
driven by the alternating shed vortices in the flowfield. The model problem is constructed
such that flow is computed around a cylinder, attached to two linear springs with one in
each coordinate direction. Fig. 65 shows a depiction of this model.
Figure 65: Diagram depicting cylinder of mass, m, attached to springs in each coordinate
direction. The spring stiffness, k, and the damping constant, c, are the same for both
springs.
The physical properties of this simulation can be characterized by the Reynolds number
(Re = ρ∞U∞Dµ∞ ), Strouhal number (St =
fsD
U∞
), the mass ratio (M = m
ρ∞D2
), and the reduced
damping parameter (Sg = 8π2St2αM). Here, D is the cylinder diameter, fs is the vortex
shedding frequency, m is the cylinder mass per unit length, and α is the damping factor
in the structural dynamics equations (α = c2ωnm with respect to Eq. [38]). The natural
frequency of the cylinder (ωn) is treated as a parameter that can be varied with respect to
the vortex shedding frequency.
This problem has been studied in the past [118, 46, 85], typically varying parameters
such as mass ratio, natural frequency, and Reynolds number. The current study presents
a single flow condition and a set of structural properties, focused on validating the current
computational framework for two dimensional flows. The flow is incompressible, and is
modeled as Mach 0.1 flow. The Reynolds number is chosen to be 200, which produces
alternating shed vortices that drive the cylinder dynamics. The final parameters have been
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chosen based on past computational results [118]: M∗ = 1, Sg = 0.01,
fn
f∗s
= 1.3, where ()∗
quantities are taken from the static cylinder simulation.
5.2.1 Static Cylinder
The first simulation considered for this problem is flow past a static cylinder. This serves as
a validation, and provides the numerical calculation for Strouhal number. The simulation
used Roe’s approximate Riemann solver with a 2nd order accurate MUSCL extrapolation
scheme for the inviscid fluxes. The viscous fluxes were computed using a 2nd order accurate
central difference scheme, and the 3rd order accurate, explicit TVD Runge-Kutta time
scheme with a constant time step of 1.0×10−5s. The mesh was resolved such that the
smallest cell size was approximately equal to 0.005D. It must be noted that this mesh
resolution is still very coarse when considering the approximate boundary layer thickness
for a flat plate (δ ≈ 0.002m = 0.001D) at the given Reynolds number.
A snapshot of the flowfield is shown in Fig. 66. The flowfield is colored by velocity
magnitude, showing the alternating shed vortex pattern in the wake. Once the simulation
entered into periodic motion, the cell count fluctuated around 540,000 cells. A time history
of the lift is shown in Fig. 67. After initial transients, a cyclic pattern of alternating
shed vortices begins, as evidenced by the periodic nature of the lift coefficient. The non-
dimensional frequency of the lift coefficient as represented by the Strouhal number is St =
0.2016, which is within 5% of the reported value in the reference [118]. The peak magnitude
in lift coefficient is approximately 0.66, which is under-predicting the reference results by
approximately 12%. The mean drag coefficient was computed at 1.46, over-predicting the
reference computations by 10.6%.
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Figure 66: Flowfield for static cylinder, highlighting the vortex pattern in the wake.
Figure 67: Time history of lift coefficient for the static cylinder simulation.
5.2.2 Elastic Cylinder
Next, the elastic cylinder simulation is investigated. Despite the lack of sufficient grid res-
olution in the static simulation, the mesh for the elastic case required further coarsening.
This has been done to decrease simulation time, which has now increased due to the compu-
tational cost associated with re-meshing at every numerical iteration. The mesh has been
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coarsened by one refinement level, which resulted in a cell size of approximately 0.01D. Af-
ter sufficient flow time, when the system entered periodic motion, the cell count fluctuated
near 100,000 cells.
Time histories of the cylinder position in the x and y coordinate directions are shown in
Fig. 68a. The cylinder oscillates in the y-direction about the original position of y = 0, as a
function of the alternating shed vortices. The cylinder maintains a mean displacement in the
x-direction due to the drag generated by the cylinder. The trajectory of the cylinder is shown
in phase space in Fig. 68b, where the initial start-up motion has been removed. The present
results produce the correct trajectory shape, with close agreement to the peak transverse
displacements. The displacement in the axial direction is over-predicted by approximately
25%, which may be attributed to the over-prediction in drag coefficient due to insufficient
mesh resolution. Increasing mesh resolution by one refinement level leads to cell counts
on the order of 500,000 to 1,000,000. Additionally, the reduction in cell size requires a
further reduction in time step, leading to simulations requiring on the order of one to two
million iterations. Thus, due to computational time constraints, further investigation into
this simulation was terminated. As both the parallel and implicit time stepping capabilities




Figure 68: Displacement time histories and phase plots for elastic cylinder simulation.
Comparison made against reference simulation [118].
5.3 Shock Wave Impacting a Deforming Panel
The next validation considers shock waves impacting a deforming panel. This problem has
been studied by Giordano et al. [44] and Brehm et al. [12]. The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 69. The inlet is on the left, and a shock tube on the right. The deformable
panel is attached to a rigid base structure. There are two panel lengths studied (40 mm and
50 mm). A pressure sensor is located near the upper wall and measures the time history of
the flowfield pressure.
Figure 69: Experimental schematic (Giordano et al. [44]).
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5.3.1 Fluid Dynamic Analysis of Rigid Configuration
The first set of analyses look at the flow past a rigid panel, with the purpose of determining
sufficient mesh resolution. The computational domain is shown in Fig. 70 with the initial
conditions listed on the left and right hand side.
Figure 70: Initial conditions for the left and right side of discontinuity. Flowfield boundary
conditions are also listed. Note that the left side of the domain actually extends to an
x-value of -0.505 m, but not shown here for the sake of clarity.
The panel was given its true physical thickness of 1 mm, which puts a minimum cell
size requirement on the mesh. A grid convergence study examines three mesh refinement
levels. For the purposes of this discussion, the meshes will be described as coarse, medium,
and fine. For all simulations, the inviscid fluxes were computed using AUSMPW+ with 2nd
order accurate MUSCL extrapolation using the MinMod limiter.
The flowfield was initialized into two distinct regions to provide the correct conditions
to produce the Mach 1.21 shock wave. The initial location of the shock wave is arbitrary,
provided that it is upstream of the base of the structure. The location was specified such
that it lined up perfectly along a straight vertical line of cell faces. This provided a well-
posed initial condition. The upstream state was set to a velocity of 109.7 m/s, a pressure
of 154 kPa, and a temperature of 332.04 K. The downstream state was set to a velocity of
0 m/s, a pressure of 1 kPa, and a temperature of 293.04 K. The base, panel, and upper
and lower walls are specified with a slip velocity condition. The inlet is set to use Riemann
Invariants, while the right hand side is set to a symmetry plane condition.
Snapshots of the flowfield are shown in Fig. 71, where the flowfield is colored by density.
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The shock wave is initiated from ahead of the structure, and the first image is immediately
after the shock wave reflects off the base and panel. In Figs. 71b through 71d, the transmit-
ted shock travels through the channel, reflects off the right edge, and travels back towards
the panel. During the remaining images, the shock wave interacts with the vortex that was
shed from the tip of the panel.
(a) t = 125µs (b) t = 250µs
(c) t = 500µs (d) t = 700µs
(e) t = 900µs (f) t = 1100µs
(g) t = 1200µs (h) t = 1500µs
Figure 71: Rigid panel flowfield showing density contours. Time intervals selected to show
key flow features. Solution was computed using the fine uniform mesh.
Mesh convergence is studied by comparing the time history of relevant quantities as a
function of time. The first set of simulations studied three different mesh refinement levels.
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The coarse mesh contained approximately 7,000 cells, the medium mesh approximately
25,000 cells, and the fine mesh approximately 100,000 cells.
Figure 72 shows the time history of the axial force coefficient of the entire computational
surface. The initial rise and fall in axial force is due to the increased load immediately after
the shock wave impacts the base of the configuration, as well as the panel. As the shock
moves off of the panel, the pressure drops, and then as the shock passes through the upper
region of space between the panel and wall, the pressure on the back side of the panel
increases. This leads to an overall reduction in axial force. Eventually, as this shock wave
reflects off of the right hand wall, and travels back towards the panel, the force undergoes
a steep drop upon impact with the panel. From this point onward, the fluctuations are
caused by the continuous reflection of waves traveling in either direction.
The pressure history is shown in Fig. 73, where the pressure sensor is located near
the upper wall, just upstream of the panel. Thus, the first rise in pressure is due to the
initial passing of the shock wave, and then quickly rises again when the shock reflects off
of the panel. The reflection of the shock wave off the right hand wall, eventually returns
to the pressure sensor, and produces the 2nd large rise in pressure. As with the axial force,
the pressure also undergoes fluctuations as the reflection of waves continue to propagate
throughout the chamber.
In both the force and pressure plots, comparisons are made between the three different
mesh refinement levels. The major features, including the strongest instances of shock wave
interactions, agree well between all meshes. Differences in the in the oscillatory behavior
are evident during other instances in time, and are due to both the cell size, as well as the
progression of solution-based mesh adaption. There is no clear trend towards grid conver-
gence when considering any arbitrary instant in time. As the shock wave first approaches
the panel and reflects off of it, the three meshes produces indistinguishable results. During
the next time interval, the coarse mesh and medium mesh results are in close agreement,
with the fine mesh results beginning to deviate. However, the next significant event at
t ≈ 1.5 × 10−3s, shows nearly perfect agreement between meshes again. As the waves
continue to propagate through the domain, the results generally agree well.
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Figure 72: Time history of computational surface loads for three grid refinement levels.
Figure 73: Time history of pressure for three grid refinement levels.
The previous three meshes that were studied simply demonstrated variations in the
smallest cell refinement levels. Next, three different meshing approaches are considered, all
using the smallest cell size of the fine mesh case. Figure 74 shows the three meshes used.
The first approach is the baseline, fine mesh grid that was used in the previous analysis.
The surface cells have been refined to the a given refinement level, and solution adaption
is used to capture gradients in the flow. The next mesh starts from the baseline case, and
adds a small region of refined cells where the pressure sensor is located. This region of cells
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was not allowed to undergo any adaption during the simulation. The purpose of adding this
region is to ensure that the interpolation of pressure at the sensor location is as accurate as
possible within this region of uniform cells. Finally, the third mesh is considered a uniform
mesh. The uniform portion of the mesh begins upstream of the initial shock location, and
extends throughout the entirety of the downstream portion of the chamber. This simulation
does not require any solution adaption.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 74: Three different initial mesh strategies were considered in the CFD analysis. (a)
utilizes the typical meshing strategy with refinement near the surface, and is treated as the
baseline case. (b) adds a region of uniformly refined cells in the location of the pressure
sensor. (c) is a uniformly refined mesh in the region containing the base and panel.
A comparison of axial force history for these three meshes is shown in Fig. 75. Once
again, there is fairly good agreement between these three approaches. The maximum de-
viations in force are less than 5%. The pressure histories are shown in Fig. 76, with the
major features in near perfect agreement. The smaller fluctuations show deviations with
low relative error between each other. These observations are useful because they show that
it is sufficient to run simulations without the need for extra regions of uniform refinement.
The traditional approach of refining at the surface, and adapting to velocity divergence is
sufficient for capturing the time history of flow properties for a static beam.
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Figure 75: Comparison of computational surface loads using fine mesh for three refinement
strategies.
Figure 76: Comparison of pressure history at sensor location using fine mesh for three
refinement strategies.
5.3.2 Structural Dynamics
The LS-DYNA beam model is used to compute the dynamics of the deforming panel.
The Belytschko-Schwer resultant beam element formulation has been used, which requires
specification of the cross-sectional area (A = 1.0× 10−6 m2) and moments of inertia (Ixx =
Iyy = 8.33×10−14 m4, J = 1.406×10−13 m4). The beam density is set to ρ = 7600 kg/m3,
and the elastic modulus is E = 220 GPa. The LS-DYNA simulations utilize the implicit
dynamics approach, where the 2nd order accurate Newmark time integration scheme is used.
A constant time of ∆t = 2.0× 10−7 s is used.
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5.3.3 Coupled Analysis of Deforming Panel
The FSI simulations all used the CSS coupling algorithm, using the medium mesh approach
discussed previously. Two beam lengths have been studied, with the first being the 40mm
beam deflection case. Figure 77 shows the time history of pressure at the sensor location.
The flowfield is initialized with a discontinuity to the left of the beam and base. Since this
location is not in line with the same location as the experiment and reference numerical
results, all results must be adjusted such that the physical times correspond with one
another. This has been determined by noting the time at which the first pressure rise
occurs that is caused by the incident shock wave. The difference in this flow time between
the reference data and the current numerical simulation provides the necessary time shift.
This can be seen in Fig. 77 where the pressure rise due to the passing of the incident shock
wave matches between the present results and the reference data.
Two sets of numerical results using the present approach are shown in Fig. 77. The
baseline NASCART-GT simulation used the standard solution adaption approach, based
on velocity divergence. The uniform mesh simulation did not require solution adaption
since the mesh was set to its finest level across the entire grid. The pressure rise due to the
incident and reflected shock waves agree well with the numerical reference data, and even
the experimental data, except for the experimental noise immediately after the incident
shock wave passes. For the remainder of the simulation, the present numerical results and
reference numerical results over-predict the pressure compared to the experimental data.
The two NASCART-GT simulations are very similar, with higher frequency modes captured
by the uniform mesh.
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Figure 77: Time history comparison of pressure at the sensor for the 40 mm panel. Com-
parisons are made against the experimental and numerical results of Giordano et al. [44].
Figure 78 shows the time history of tip displacement of the deforming panel. The
present results are within nearly all of the experimental uncertainties, except for some
portions of data, where the experimental values appear to lie outside the overall sinusoidal
motion. During these portions of the simulation, the NASCART-GT results agree with the
reference numerical results, which also adhere to the sinusoidal response.
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Figure 78: Comparison of present results with the experimental and numerical results of
Giordano et al. [44] and Brehm et al. [12]
The 50 mm panel is investigated next. The pressure and tip displacement plots are
shown in Figs. 79 and 80, respectively. The initial increases in pressure due to the incident
and reflected shock waves compare well with the reference numerical results, as well as the
experimental data. Beyond this point in the simulation, deviations in pressure are seen
when compared against the reference numerical results, as well as the experimental data.
The displacement plot also shows the same qualitative trends. Initially, all results presented
in Fig. 80 are in close agreement. However, the numerical results begin to deviate from
the experimental results very quickly. This was discussed in Ref. [44], where the authors
noted that the base of the configuration, where the panel is attached, appears to deform.
This displacement contributes to the overall motion, which in turn affects the coupling of
the problem. The NASCART-GT results over-predict the magnitude of the displacement in
the first period, compared to the experimental data and results of Ref. [44]. However, this
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first peak agrees well with the results of Ref. [12]. Beyond this point in time, all numerical
results presented in this figure begin to deviate. It should be noted that smaller time steps
were studied with negligible effects on the solution. Despite the differences in these results,
they still show a stable simulation with accurate predictions of the maximum displacements
when compared to the reference numerical results. Though it is not within the scope of
this thesis, further investigation into modeling the base motion observed in the experiment
would be of interest.
Figure 79: Comparison of time history of pressure at sensor for 50 mm panel against the
experimental and numerical results of Giordano et al. [44]
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Figure 80: Comparison of present results for 50 mm panel with the experimental and
numerical results of Giordano et al. [44] and Brehm et al. [12]
5.4 Steady-State FSI Analysis of Semi-Rigid Tension Cone
A 3-D configuration of interest is the semi-rigid tension cone, which has been studied ex-
perimentally and computationally. The experimental results performed at the NASA Glenn
10 × 10 ft Supersonic Wind Tunnel are documented by Clark [22], and are used as vali-
dation data in the present study. Additionally, this problem has also been studied from a
computational standpoint by Tanner [107], which will also be used as a means of validation.
Detailed descriptions of the model can be found in the paper by Clark, et al. [22] and the
PhD thesis by Tanner [107]. The configuration is shown in Figure 81, where photographs of
each side of the tension cone are shown. From the windward perspective, the rigid aeroshell
is identified in the center, with the Kevlar tension shell deployed around the model capsule.
From the leeward side, the rigid torus is made visible, as well as the wind tunnel sting.
The modeling details of the configuration will be explored further in the CFD and FEA
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analyses respectively. In this section, independent analyses for the CFD and FEA are ex-
amined first. Then, a discussion on the mesh mapping and data transfer follows. Finally,
the loosely coupled, steady state analysis is presented.
(a) Windward side of the semi-rigid
tension cone.
(b) Leeward side of the semi-rigid ten-
sion cone.
Figure 81: Images of the experimental semi-rigid tension cone, as shown in the reference
work by Clark [22].
5.4.1 Structural Analysis
First, an FEA simulation of the tension cone is presented to discuss the computational
modeling approach. The use of words “part”, “material”, “section”, and “set” in this section
will be done so in the context of the associated LS-DYNA keywords. The LS-DYNA mesh
representing one quarter of the geometry is shown in Fig. 82. The tension cone model is
comprised of three components, further broken down into four parts. The components are
identified as the tension shell, the torus, and the sting connector. The tension shell is split
into two LS-DYNA parts, which include the primary tension shell (identified as red in the
figure), and the seams used to hold the fabric together (identified as blue in the figure). The
torus, identified in green, and the sting connector, identified in yellow, are both treated as
rigid bodies, undergoing no material deformations.
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(a) Windward side. (b) Leeward side.
Figure 82: The LS-DYNA FEA mesh is shown with parts indicated by different colors. The
tension shell is broken into two parts: the primary shell (red) and the seams (blue). The
torus is green and the sting connector is yellow.
The tension shell is made of a urethane-coated Kevlar, where the taped seams are
modeled by doubling the thickness (as was done by Tanner [107]). The tension shell is
separated into two parts, so different section properties can be associated with the seam
and non-seam portions. It is the section properties that specify the thickness and element
formulation. The tension shell material is modeled as an isotropic fabric. Both the torus
and the sting connector are modeled as rigid materials with translational and rotational
constraints. For the simulation of the quarter geometry with symmetry planes about the Y
and Z axes, the torus is only allowed to translate in the axial direction with no rotational
motions permitted. The sting connector is constrained in all degrees of freedom, and is not
needed for the structural analysis. However, it was found to be a useful addition to the
configuration during the mesh data transfer steps, and this will be discussed in more detail
in that section.
Three sets of boundary conditions are used for this model. Symmetry conditions are set
along the Y and Z symmetry planes. Note that there are no constraints on the symmetry
plane nodes that are part of the rigid bodies. This is not required since the entire rigid
body is already constrained to the allowable motions. The nodes along the lower edge of
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the tension shell are set to be constrained in all degrees of freedom since this is where the
tension shell is attached to the aeroshell. Additionally, a contact surface has been identified
to include the possible interaction between the tension shell and the torus. Due to the fact
that these are all steady state cases, implicit equilibrium calculations are carried out. The
model contains a total of 8,936 nodes and 8,656 shell elements. Table 5 lists the material
properties for the tension cone.




h 3.3401 x 10−4 m
ν 0.3
The applied loads for this simulation are those derived from the aerodynamic loads of
a static CFD simulation. This serves as a means of verification that the loads produce
expected results. Figure 83 shows the axial displacement and the stress distribution on
the converged simulations. The maximum axial displacement is reported as 2.73× 10−3m.
The displacement contours show variations along the seams, where the material thickness
increases. The effects of these regions can also be seen in the stress distribution, where
there are local maxima where the seams attach to the aeroshell.
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(a) Axial displacement (m). (b) Von mises stress (Pa).
Figure 83: Steady state solutions with an applied aerodynamic load.
5.4.2 Fluid Dynamic Analysis
The corresponding CFD model is now explored for the simulation of the tension cone.
The entire configuration must now be considered, including the aeroshell and wind tunnel
sting, in order to properly capture the flow physics. The model consists of a total of six
separate components that are identified in Figs. 84 and 85: 1) aeroshell, 2) front portion
of tension shell, 3) torus, 4) back portion of tension shell, 5) sting connector plate, and
6) wind tunnel sting. Each of the components is treated as an independent input STL
geometry within NASCART-GT. There are a total of 58, 960 elements making up the CFD
input geometry configuration. The distribution of elements are most critical on the surfaces
where pressure data is transferred to the FEA mesh. Thus, the aeroshell and sting models
have been created with sufficient mesh resolution required to represent the CFD input
geometries from a surface representation standpoint, but not necessarily from a pressure
mapping standpoint. This allowed for a significant reduction in the number of elements,
especially along the sting, where axial variations in surface properties are not necessary.
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(a) Isometric view from the front. (b) Isometric view from the rear.
Figure 84: CFD input geometry configuration consists of six components: 1. aeroshell
(gray), 2. tension shell (red), 3. torus (green), 4. rear tension shell (blue), 5. sting
connector (yellow), 6. sting (orange).
Figure 85 highlights an important difference between the CFD and FEA input geome-
tries. One of the requirements in generating the CFD volume mesh is that the input geom-
etry forms a closed surface with a distinct inside and outside region. Using the FEA model
does not satisfy this condition, since the tension shell is a single fabric, with a thickness
much smaller than the CFD spatial scales. An artificial thickness has been added to the
input geometry, with the thickness governed by the computational cell size requirements.
A smaller thickness requires smaller computational cells to resolve, which leads to very
large cell counts, and computationally expensive simulations. On the other hand, a larger
thickness leads to a degradation in model accuracy as the CFD and FEA meshes become
increasingly different. Thus, a compromise must be made between simulation accuracy and
computational cost. This modification has been achieved by removing a small portion of
the torus, and creating a secondary tension shell that sits behind the primary tension shell,
and connects directly to the sting connector.
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(a) (b)
Figure 85: CFD input geometry as viewed from the negative Z side of the symmetry plane.
An example of the initial mesh is shown in Fig. 86, where the symmetry plane is
shown. The details of the mesh near the surface are shown in both figures. The initial mesh
contained 93, 334 computational cells.
(a) (b)
Figure 86: The initial mesh around the CFD model is shown with (a) depicting the 3-D
model and (b) highlighting the mesh near the surface along the Z-symmetry plane.
A CFD simulation is presented for the purposes of characterizing the flowfield, and
determining optimal input parameters for this problem. The freestream conditions are
listed in Table 6. The quarter geometry has been used for this simulation since the angle
of attack is zero, and there is a flowfield symmetry about the X-Y plane and X-Z plane.
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Table 6: Flow conditions for the semi-rigid tension cone simulation.
Freestream Conditions
M∞ 2.441




An inviscid simulation was run with slip wall boundary conditions on the surface of the
tension cone. Farfield boundary conditions (Riemann invariants) were applied to all domain
boundaries, except for the symmetry planes. The simulation was run for 6, 000 iterations,
where the mesh was adapted every 100 iterations. The time scheme was set to the 3rd order
accurate TVD Runge-Kutta scheme with a constant CFL number of 1.0. The AUSMPW+
inviscid flux scheme was used with the 1st order accurate unstructured gradient calculations.
Solution adaption was used based on velocity divergence, with an extra constraint on the
minimum cell size for adapted cells. In order to reduce the cell count, and computational
cost, the minimum adaption cell size was set to be of one refinement level smaller than the
surface cells. This approach provided sufficient mesh resolution along the shock, while still
resolving the input geometry to the desired accuracy, and kept the final cell count down
to 714, 615. Figure 87 shows the final result with symmetry plane slices colored by Mach
number, and the tension cone geometry displaying surface pressure coefficient, cp.
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Figure 87: Steady state CFD solution. The flowfield is colored by Mach number, while the
surface pressure coefficient is shown on the surface.
5.4.3 Mesh Mapping and Data Transfer
The mapping of surface data between the FEA and CFD meshes has been done using
DDTBM. This section describes the details of this process with respect to the steady state
FSI analysis of the semi-rigid tension cone.
The front portion of the CFD tension shell mesh and the CFD torus mesh are nearly
identical to their respective FEA meshes. Since NASCART-GT requires an input geometry
of triangular elements, the quadrilateral elements of the FEA mesh were split in half. The
extra, artificial tension shell in the CFD model is topologically similar to the front potion,
but independently generated. Figures 88 and 89 illustrate the two configurations. Note
that the CFD mesh only requires the parts for which data mapping is necessary (i.e. the
aeroshell and sting components are not needed during this process). However, for the FEA
mesh, the addition of a sting connection was found to be necessary. The purpose of this
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component is to ensure that the artificial CFD tension shell remained attached to the sting
at all times.
Data mapping is performed in two directions: 1) from the CFD mesh to the FEA mesh
and 2) from the FEA mesh to the CFD mesh. In the first scenario, there are two mappings
that are identified. The first mapping requires that the aerodynamics of CFD parts 1 and
2 (both tension shells) are mapped to FEA parts 1 and 2 (tension shell non-seam part and
tension shell seam part). That is, the pressure field on the front and back sides of the CFD
tension shell is transferred to the entire FEA tension shell. The second mapping corresponds
to the torus and is accomplished by simply mapping the CFD part 3 (torus) to FEA part
3 (torus). Once the pressure fields are interpolated from the CFD mesh to the FEA mesh,
the pressures are converted to nodal forces, which can be used as input to LS-DYNA.
Now, moving in the opposite direction, three mappings have been identified. In this
direction, it is the displacement field on the FEA mesh that is interpolated to the CFD
mesh. The first mapping consists of FEA parts 1 and 2 (entire tension shell) being mapped
to CFD part 1 (front tension shell). Note that the displacements on the FEA mesh have not
been directly mapped to the artificial CFD tension shell. It was found that this approach
did not adequately constrain the artificial tension shell to stay in contact with the sting
connector. It is for this reason that the sting connector was added to the FEA mesh, even
though is it not relevant in the FEA calculation. Thus, the second mapping transfers data
from FEA parts 1, 2, and 4 (tension shell non-seam, tension shell seam, and sting connector)
to CFD part 2 (artificial tension shell). The third mapping is between FEA part 3 (torus)
and CFD part 3 (torus).
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(a) (b)
Figure 88: Front view of CFD and FEA meshes with part identification numbers used for
data mapping.
(a) (b)
Figure 89: Back view of CFD and FEA meshes with part identification numbers used for
data mapping.
The aerodynamic load transfer to the FEA mesh is depicted in Fig. 90. The load transfer
consists of two internal processes taking place. First, the surface pressure distribution on
the CFD mesh is interpolated to the FEA mesh. Then the surface pressure on the FEA
mesh in converted into a nodal force distribution.
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(a) CFD aerodynamic loads. (b) FEA nodal forces.
Figure 90: Aerodynamic loads are shown in the form of surface pressure coefficient, with
the corresponding nodal force vectors on the FEA mesh.
The reverse process, which takes the nodal displacement on the FEA mesh to the CFD
mesh is shown in Figs. 91 and 92. The displacement distributions, qualitatively look very
similar, as expected. Fig. 92 is especially useful in providing further understanding into how
the artificial CFD tension shell is mapped to the FEA mesh. The displacement distribution
on the back portion of the CFD tension shell mimics the displacements from the FEA
tension shell, as was the objective. It can also be seen that the artificial CFD tension shell
remains in contact with the torus, and although not shown, remains in contact with the
sting connector.
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(a) Front view of FEA displacement. (b) Front view of CFD displacement.
Figure 91: Displacement distributions are shown on the front side of the FEA and CFD
meshes.
(a) Back view of FEA displacement. (b) Back view of CFD displacement.
Figure 92: Displacement distributions are shown on the back side of the FEA and CFD
meshes.
Finally, a discussion on the use of symmetry planes is necessary. For the configuration
discussed thus far, there have been two symmetry planes. These symmetry planes are
correctly enforced within the FEA model, and nodes along the symmetry plane always
remain along the symmetry plane with zero displacements. The CFD grid is designed such
that the edge of the grid is aligned with these symmetry planes. Thus, if the geometry
becomes misaligned with the mesh along the symmetry planes, numerical problems could
arise. Indeed, it was found that this can happen as a result of the data transfer process.
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Mapping displacements from the FEA mesh to the CFD mesh can result in symmetry plane
nodal displacement that are non-zero, but near machine zero. If these displacements are
large enough, then there would be accuracy concerns. However, due to their near-zero
values, the concern is less focused on accuracy and more focused on a negative side effect
encountered during the automated CFD meshing. These near-zero displacements could
lead to gaps between the CFD input geometry and the edge of the CFD grid, which has the
unintended consequence of flood filling the mesh inside the geometry. A simple solution to
overcome this was developed. The symmetry planes are identified within the CFD input
motion file. When the updated nodal displacements are read back into the CFD simulation,
the symmetry plane nodes are overwritten such that displacements are properly constrained
by the intended symmetry conditions.
5.4.4 FSI Simulations
With the groundwork of the individual solvers and mesh mapping presented, the next step
is the analysis of the coupled simulations. Two flow conditions are considered, where the
angle of attack is set to 0o and 9o. The simulations are very similar in setup, with the only
major difference being the use of symmetry conditions for computational efficiency. Both
simulations were run using the loosely coupled, steady-state approach, where individual
solver convergence was achieved before passing surface boundary condition data between
solvers. The CFD solvers were initially run for 6,000 iterations to provide sufficient time for
the flow to develop. Following these initial iteration counts, each subsequent FSI iteration
ran for 2,000 iterations.
5.4.4.1 0o Angle of Attack Simulation
The simulation was run using one quarter of the geometry, as a result of leveraging symmetry
planes. The initial cell count was 93,334, and at the completion of the simulation rose to
714,716 cells. A total of 10 FSI iterations were performed, resulting in a total computational
time of approximately 31 hours on a hyperthreaded quad core CPU, equating to 8 OpenMP
threads. A flowfield solution is shown in Fig. 93, where contours are displayed along with
the computational mesh.
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Figure 93: Flowfield slice along symmetry plane showing final density solution for the 0o
angle of attack.
The symmetry plane shapes are compared in Fig. 94, where the outlines are shown for
the initial and final configurations, and are compared against the experimental data. The
computed deflections under-predict compared to the data, which is in agreement with the
computational analysis presented by Tanner [107]. The test article underwent a 0.94o nose
up rotation, which was not intended to be captured in the computational analysis, as it was
constrained by the symmetry plane boundary conditions. Even without the use of symmetry
planes, this rotation would not occur numerically, as the modeling of this problem results
in a symmetric solution.
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Figure 94: Comparison of symmetry plane deformation between initial geometry, FSI con-
verged geometry, and experimental data.
The simulation convergence history is illustrated in Figs. 95, 96, and 97. The normal-
ized RMS residual in Fig. 95 shows the clear impact of the initial geometry motion after
6,000 iterations, where the geometry is deformed for the first time. After this event, the
displacements are sufficiently small when compared against the high frequency oscillations
caused by mesh adaption. The axial force coefficient plot in Fig. 96 also exhibits the large
initial variations in CA that quickly converge. The axial force coefficient converges after the
first FSI iteration, and remains fairly constant for the remainder of the simulation. The
torus displacement undergoes its maximum change in displacement during the first FSI
iteration, and continues on a downward trend for the remainder of the simulation.
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Figure 95: CFD normalized RMS residual history.
Figure 96: CFD axial load history computed over entire input geometry configuration.
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Figure 97: Axial displacement history of the torus.
5.4.4.2 9o Angle of Attack Simulation
The next simulation was run at an angle of attack of 9o, requiring half of the input geometry
with a single symmetry plane. This required far more computational cells, with the initial
count at 186,020, and the final cell count at 1,467,839. The simulation required 63 CPU
hours to complete. As with the 0o angle of attack simulation, this was also run for 10 FSI
iterations.
Figure 98 shows the flowfield slice along the symmetry plane. The asymmetric flow
pattern, which is caused by the angle of attack, results in an altered bow shock compared
to the 0o angle of attack case. With the bow shock closer to the tension cone on the lower
portion, it is expected that the surface pressure will be larger, and lead to greater forces
acting in this region. This will ultimately yield larger deflections here as well.
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Figure 98: Flowfield slice along symmetry plane showing final density solution for the 9o
angle of attack.
A comparison between the initial input geometry and the final deformed geometry is
shown in Fig. 99. The deflections are very small, and barely perceptible on the upper
portion, while the lower portion shows clear deformations. Since the pressure distribution is
no longer symmetric, the rigid torus rotates under this load, where the rotation is quantified
as a measure of the angle the torus makes with the vertical plane. The calculated angle is
approximately equal to 0.32o, compared to the measured angle of approximately 1o for the
test article. However, the angle produced in the present simulation closely matches that of
the computational result presented in Ref. [107] of 0.3o. The comparison is shown in more
detail in Fig. 100.
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Figure 99: Comparison of symmetry plane deformation between initial geometry and FSI
converged geometry for the 9o angle of attack simulation.
(a) Upper portion. (b) Lower portion.
Figure 100: Close-up views of the upper and lower portions of the tension cone for the 9o
angle of attack simulation.
The next three plots illustrate the convergence history of the simulation. Figures 101
and 102 show the normalized CFD residual and the axial force coefficient. These plots are
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very similar to the ones shown for the 0o angle of attack simulation, and provide the same
conclusions, in terms of convergence. Figure 103 reports the displacement history of the
torus, but does so by tracking two nodes on the torus. These nodes are located at the
upper and lower end of the torus, centrally located on the symmetry plane. Both nodal
displacement histories are shown in order to further illustrate the asymmetric deflection.
Figure 101: CFD normalized RMS residual history for the 9o angle of attack simulation.
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Figure 102: CFD axial load history computed over entire input geometry configuration for
the 9o angle of attack simulation.
Figure 103: Axial displacement history of the torus for the 9o angle of attack simulation.
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5.5 Time Accurate Analysis of Semi-Rigid Tension Cone
Time accurate, dynamic simulations of the semi-rigid tension cone are discussed next. At
present, there exists little to no validation data with this application primarily because there
have yet to be flight architectures that are designed to undergo strong fluid-structure cou-
pling. A major exception is the use of parachutes, which can display significant dynamics
caused by fluid-structure interactions. However, the objective of this work is to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the methodology on future deceleration devices. It is with this
justification, that simulations are presented demonstrating the fluid-structure interactions
associated with notional conditions for the semi-rigid tension cone.
The objective of this section is to provide a set of simulations that demonstrate the
effectiveness of the current tool to solve such problems. The fluid dynamics is modeled
by considering flow at zero degree angle of attack, where symmetry planes can be utilized
across the Y and Z planes. The inviscid, supersonic flow will not lead to any unsteady fluid
dynamic phenomena. Unsteady motion is introduced by considering the dynamic behavior
of the tension cone in response to the sudden aerodynamic loading experienced by the entry
vehicle. The tension cone dynamically responds to the initial supersonic flow development
produced during the CFD simulation. In the FSI simulations that will follow, the material
thickness and freestream Mach number are varied in order to study the effects of these
design parameters on the behavior of the system.
5.5.1 FEA Analysis
The FEA mesh, and nominal material properties remain unchanged from the steady-state
analysis of the semi-rigid tension cone. The FEA analysis requires some adjustments to
the input parameters in order to allow for dynamic motion, as opposed to the steady state
equilibrium simulations that were previously run. The dynamic response has been computed
using the dynamic implicit time stepping option. Specifically, the Newmark time integration
scheme was used for all simulations. The 2nd order accurate option was used, setting the
scheme parameters to γ = 0.5 and β = 0.25.
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5.5.2 CFD Analysis
The CFD analysis of the tension cone is very similar to the setup used in the steady-state
FSI simulations. However, an important change has been introduced to the configuration.
The sting has been removed, and a backing plate has been added as a replacement part.
This has been done primarily for two reasons. First, the removal of the sting significantly
reduces the number of computational cells required along the surface, and ultimately leads
to faster simulation times. Second, removing the sting leads to a configuration that is
more representative of an actual flight scenario, rather than a wind tunnel setup. Several
views of the CFD input geometry are shown in Figs. 104 and 105. The CFD simulations
were advanced in time using the 3rd order accurate TVD Runge-Kutta time stepping, using
a constant time step. The inviscid fluxes were computed using the 1st order accurate
unstructured gradient approach for its improved computational efficiency. Solution adaption
was performed every 10 iterations, and was based on velocity divergence. All other CFD
parameters were set to the same values as for the steady-state simulations.
(a) Isometric view from the front. (b) Isometric view from the rear.
Figure 104: CFD input geometry configuration consists of six components: 1. aeroshell
(gray), 2. tension shell (red), 3. torus (green), 4. rear tension shell (blue), 5. backing plate
(yellow).
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(a) Isometric view from the front. (b) Isometric view from the rear.
Figure 105: CFD input geometry as viewed from the opposite side of the symmetry plane.
These views illustrate how the tension cone is constructed for the time accurate simulations.
5.5.3 FSI Analysis
The modification of two design parameters have been considered in the following analyses.
The thickness, h, of the tension shell is considered by simulating 3 thicknesses: 1) the
nominal material thickness that was previously used in the steady-state simulations, 2) half
the thickness, and 3) twice the thickness. Payload mass is a critical design parameter on
any space mission, and reducing the material thickness can help to minimize the mass.
However, modifying the material thickness leads to changes in the dynamic response of the
configuration, and the ability to predict this response is critical. Additionally, the freestream
Mach number is also varied in order to gain insight into how this affects the response. In the
simulations, the freestream Mach number is changed, while leaving the freestream pressure
and temperature unchanged. This leads to a variation in freestream density, and has the
effect of either increasing or decreasing the aerodynamic load on the vehicle.
Throughout the following discussions, the nominal simulation is referred to as the one for
which the material thickness (ho) and freestream Mach number is the same as was used dur-
ing the steady-state analyses. This is considered the baseline simulation. The simulations
where material thickness is varied are identified as h = 0.5ho and h = 2ho, for a reduction in
thickness and increase in thickness, respectively. The off-nominal freestream Mach numbers
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were chosen to halve and double the freestream dynamic pressure respectively. These Mach
numbers correspond to M = 1.73 and M = 3.45.
A snapshot of the flowfield for the nominal case is shown in Fig. 106, where the sym-
metry plane flowfield is colored by Mach number, and the surface of the tension cone by
pressure coefficient. For these simulations, the rigid torus undergoes relatively small axial
displacements, as a function of the tension shell motion. The majority of the structural
response is constrained to the motion of the tension shell.
Figure 106: Flow solution of nominal dynamic FSI simulation. The flowfield is colored by
Mach number and the surface by pressure coefficient.
The axial force coefficients for these simulations are shown in Fig. 107. The effects of
material thickness are shown in Fig. 107a, where the initial axial load rises quickly as the
initial flowfield develops, and bow shock is generated in front of the tension cone. As the
flow develops, the axial force coefficient begins to fall, and undergoes some abrupt changes
when solution adaption is initiated. This process significantly improves the accuracy of
the bow shock shape and stand-off distance. From there, CA asymptotes towards a value
of CA ≈ 1.56. All three plots nearly lie on top of each other, indicating that the chosen
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variations in material thickness have little to no effect on the aerodynamic loads acting on
the vehicle. This result is expected for two reasons. First, changing the material thickness
results in local oscillations in displacement of varying amplitude. However, the overall
mean motion of the tension cone remains largely unchanged. Second, the magnitude of the
oscillations are still relatively small compared to the length scales of the entire tension cone,
producing localized effects near the surface of the vehicle, but not large enough to effect
the overall flow dynamics significantly. The effects of freestream Mach number are shown
in Fig. 107b. The initial rise in CA for each simulation is now different, primarily due to
the changes in initialization caused by different freestream Mach numbers. The axial force
coefficients for each simulation are within a 3% window of each at the end of the simulations.
(a) (b)
Figure 107: Axial force coefficient of the entire configuration plotted against simulation
time. The effects of material thickness are shown in (a), while the effects of freestream
Mach number are shown in (b).
Next, a series of plots are shown to highlight the dynamic response of a select group
of nodes and elements along the symmetry plane. These will serve to exemplify the typ-
ical response of any given location of the tension cone. These cannot fully characterize
the dynamics, but are useful for identifying amplitudes and frequencies of motion. The
displacement plots are time histories based on nodal values, while the stress plots are com-
puted at over elements. The two nodes that are highlighted are nodes 62 and 224, which
correspond to the tension shell-torus interface and the mid-location along the symmetry
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plane, respectively. Elements 3126 and 2886 correspond to the same locations, and are used
in plots where Von-Mises stress histories are shown.
The first plots look at the axial displacement history of two nodes along the centerline
as a function of material thickness. Figure 108a shows the displacement of the node that
connects the tension shell to the torus, which effectively provides a means for tracking the
displacement of the torus. As the material thickness decreases, the displacement magnitude
and response frequency both increase. A similar trend is also seen in Fig. 108b.
(a) (b)
Figure 108: Comparison of nodal displacement in the axial direction as a function of material
thickness. Node 62 is shown in (a) and node 224 in (b).
The effects of freestream Mach number on axial displacement are shown in Fig. 109.
Increasing the freestream Mach number leads to larger displacements of the torus, due to
the larger dynamic loading. Figure 109b demonstrates that as the freestream Mach number
increases, so do the amplitudes and frequencies of the structural response.
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(a) (b)
Figure 109: Comparison of nodal displacement in the axial direction as a function of
freestream Mach number. Node 62 is shown in (a) and node 224 in (b).
Von Mises stress is shown in Fig. 110 as a function of material thickness. Reducing
the material thickness results in the expected increase in stress. Additionally, the effects
of freestream Mach number are shown in Fig. 111. Once again, the expected trends are
observed where increases in Mach number, which lead to increases in aerodynamic loads,
produce larger values of stress.
(a) (b)
Figure 110: Comparison of Von-Mises stress as a function of material thickness. Element
2886 is shown in (a) and element 3126 in (b).
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(a) (b)
Figure 111: Comparison of Von-Mises stress as a function of freestream Mach number.
Element 2886 is shown in (a) and element 3126 in (b).
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Overview
The work presented in this document fulfills the objectives set forth in the introduction,
which has advanced the state of the art in the computational modeling of fluid-structure
interaction problems. The goal of this endeavor has been to develop and validate a time
accurate aeroelastic methodology using a Cartesian immersed boundary method for the
analysis of aerodynamic decelerators. This has been accomplished through the use of a
partitioned coupling approach, where the fluid dynamics was solved using the in-house
computational fluids dynamics software, NASCART-GT, and the commercially available
structural dynamics tool, LS-DYNA. This research advances the state of the art in fluid-
structure interaction simulations by addressing the following items.
1. Characterized numerical accuracy of the non-stationary immersed bound-
ary method applied in an unstructured Cartesian grid flow solver. The spatial
accuracy has been explored by studying the surface and off-surface physics as a function of
the surface motion, and in particular its velocity. The spatial order of accuracy has been
reported, and comparisons in error have been made between stationary and non-stationary
surfaces. A 1-D study was presented that characterized the numerical error as a function of
surface velocity. Such analyses have not been found in the literature, and this work high-
lights these results in order to gain insight into these effects, which are crucial in determining
appropriate mesh resolution for moving body and FSI simulations.
2. Developed an FSI methodology that fills a mid-fidelity gap in the com-
putational analysis of atmospheric entry configurations. A mid-fidelity, highly
automated, computational framework for analyzing fluid-structure interactions has been
developed. Other FSI software packages that are presented in the literature often require
hands-on mesh generation, and only allow small deflections. The approach described in
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this body of work is capable of automatically generating the CFD mesh, adapting the
mesh where appropriate, and allows large structural displacements. The methodology has
been enhanced through the development of an efficient computational framework. The
computational fluid dynamics software has been re-written, with the goal of improving
computational efficiency, as well as code modularity and ease of future development. The
combination of the methodology and software design, lays the groundwork for improved
simulation capability, as well as the continued development of numerical features.
3. Demonstrated time accurate fluid-structure interaction simulations of the
dynamic motion of a tension cone. Simulations were presented, which demonstrate the
time accurate coupling methodology applied to a relevant atmospheric entry configuration.
This research extends prior FSI work, which studied the steady-state properties of the
tension cone IAD in supersonic flow. Despite the lack of experimental data for this particular
problem, the present work has explored the effects of material properties and freestream
Mach number on the behavior of the tension cone. Confidence in the numerical accuracy of
these results has been achieved through the analysis of one-dimensional and two-dimensional
FSI problems, for which validation data is present.
6.2 Results & Conclusions
The first section of results presented in this thesis explored the numerical accuracy of sta-
tionary and prescribed motion CFD simulations. Supersonic flow over a rigid tension cone
demonstrated the inviscid capability of the solver to accurately predict the shock struc-
ture and the surface pressure distribution. A series of non-stationary, prescribed motion
simulations studied the effects of moving bodies. These simulations addressed numerical
accuracy concerns, and how the solution-based mesh adaption played an important role in
solution accuracy. The first set of simulations examined a 1-D translating piston, providing
a means for studying the effects of the non-stationary boundary conditions. Spatial order
of accuracy was studied by looking at the effects of mesh resolution. It was found that in
order to maintain similar accuracy to stationary input geometries, a finer mesh resolution
was required to capture the propagation of shock waves. As the speed of the translating
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piston increased, the accuracy in the compression region was reduced, while the accuracy
on the expansion side was increased. Supersonic flow past a translating diamond airfoil
and a cylinder provided an additional means of characterizing the effects of moving bodies.
The purpose of these simulations was to compare equivalent flowfields, where the frame of
reference was changed. By studying flow on uniform and non-uniform meshes, it was found
that the robustness of solution-based grid adaption was a critical component in accurately
predicting the flowfield. Finally, the pitching motion of a NACA 0012 airfoil was studied
in transonic flow. Comparisons against experimental data demonstrated the accuracy in
computing the aerodynamic loads history.
The next step towards FSI problems was examined by studying the rigid body dynamics
of the MSL capsule. This free flight motion is a specialized example of FSI, where there are
no elastic modes, but the configuration is allowed to undergo rigid body motions. A 2-D
surrogate for the MSL capsule was studied, and results were compared against reference
numerical results. Static simulations provided validation of the CFD solver to accurately
compute static loads. A free flight analysis was performed, where similar meshes were used
between the present simulations and the reference data. Agreement in pitching frequency
between the present results and reference data was established. It was then shown with fur-
ther mesh refinement, that a grid converged solution produced a higher frequency response,
with negligible pitch damping over the course of the simulations.
Time accurate FSI simulations were studied by investigating several physical problems.
The first set of analyses studied the interaction between a compressible fluid in a chamber
and a piston attached to a spring. A simplified 0-D fluid model provided a means for
validating the numerical accuracy for several coupling strategies up to 2nd order accuracy.
The 1-D problem was then studied, where the CFD solver was used to compute the loads
applied to the piston. Several coupling schemes were studied, and the numerical error
demonstrated at most 1st order accuracy. Despite the fact that the structural dynamics
and coupling schemes were up to 2nd order accurate in time, the CFD simulations only
demonstrated 1st order accuracy, thus reducing the global order of accuracy.
The complexity was then increased by studying 2-D flows. Incompressible, viscous flow
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around an elastic cylinder generates vortex shedding, and thus a time varying oscillatory
loads and displacement history. The FSI simulation produced transverse displacement am-
plitudes of the correct magnitude. However, the mean axial displacement was over-predicted
due to the insufficient mesh resolution caused by the stringent requirements on time step
and total simulation time. Supersonic flow was then studied where a shock wave interacted
with a flexible panel. Two panel lengths were studied, where the shorter panel simula-
tion produced displacement histories in agreement with experimental data and reference
numerical results.
Finally, several FSI simulations were presented for a tension cone configuration. Steady-
state analyses at two angles of attack highlighted the ability of the methodology to accu-
rately predict the deformed configuration shape along the symmetry plane, when compared
against experimental and numerical results. Time accurate simulations of this entry vehicle
served to address the final contribution of this work. The dynamic response for these sim-
ulations was characterized by studying the displacement and stress histories, as well as the
aerodynamic loads over time. The effects of Mach number and material thickness were ex-
plored, demonstrating that the present methodology can serve as a predictive computational
tool for the analysis of inflatable decelerators.
6.3 Suggestions for Future Work
The present work explored many facets to a large, challenging problem in the field of com-
putational simulation and modeling. Thus, not all concerns could be addressed, resulting
in the following discussion regarding suggestions for future work.
Validation data for time accurate FSI problems is critical, as continued validation of the
present computational methods are pursued. These include experimental data, as well as
flight test data. As this data becomes available, flight relevant flow and material properties
can be selected and studied. In addition, the predictive nature of these computational
analyses can facilitate design decisions for experimental configurations.
Upon initial investigation of structural solvers, LS-DYNA was deemed sufficient for the
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simulation of FSI problems within the current framework. However, during the develop-
ment of the time accurate algorithms, there were several roadblocks that were encountered.
There is currently no user interface within LS-DYNA to easily facilitate the development of
software coupling. Interface code was added within a user defined loading library to force
this process to work. A suggestion for future work is two-fold. First, continued develop-
ment of this tool with LS-DYNA would significantly benefit from collaboration with the
LS-DYNA developers. The addition of coupling interfaces to LS-DYNA would potentially
allow for higher order coupling approaches to be implemented. Higher order coupling meth-
ods require more precise control over the advancement in time of the simulation, or in the
case of a tightly coupled, sub-iteration approach, the simulation requires multiple sweeps
at a given time step. Additionally, other software packages could be considered where more
advanced coupling interfaces exist. For steady-state coupling, the use of LS-DYNA has
demonstrated its effectiveness. However, for time accurate coupling, these challenges must
be considered by future developers.
The order of accuracy of the CFD simulations within NASCART-GT must be explored in
greater depth, in terms of both space and time. Surface boundary conditions are currently
enforced using a 1st order accurate approach, which limits the global order of accuracy.
Within this study, conservation of mass, momentum, and energy should be considered, as
these properties are not currently enforced at the surface. Improvements to the spatial
order of accuracy may lead to the ability to formally demonstrate the appropriate temporal
accuracy that is expected for the implemented schemes. With this enhanced foundation,
the numerical accuracy of higher order FSI problems can be studied in much greater detail.
It has been shown in the present work that the quality of non-uniform meshes plays a
critical role in the accuracy of the solution, especially for non-stationary geometries. Further
investigations into the numerical accuracy in these regions of the flow are critical. Addition-
ally, it has been shown that computational time becomes a constraint when running time
accurate simulations using an explicit time scheme. The development of a computationally
efficient implicit time scheme within NASCART-GT will significantly enhance the presently
developed capabilities.
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With regards to the CFD meshing capabilities in NASCART-GT, one of the challenges
with FSI problems is working with the different mesh topologies between solvers. The ability
to represent infinitely thin membrane surfaces within NASCART-GT would simplify the FSI
mesh mapping process, since the structural mesh could be used as the input geometry to
the CFD simulation. Though desirable, this technique brings many challenges associated
with the representation of the surface, as well as the application of the boundary conditions
within the CFD code.
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APPENDIX A
ALE FORMULATION OF AUSMPW+
The AUSMPW+ flux function is given by
F 1
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The vector, Φ, is given by
Φ = [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρh]T (52)
P = [0, p, 0, 0, 0]T (53)
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The pressure weighting term is given by
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s /max (|uL| , c′s) , 12 (uL + uR) > 0





2hnorm (γ − 1) (64)
Upon consideration of rigid body mesh motion with velocity
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ẋ = (ẋ, ẏ, ż) (65)
the equations are modified by a shift in convective terms. The speed condition in Eq.
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Finally, the energy equation requires a correction term to account for the fact that grid
motion cannot contribute to pressure work. Since the modified Mach number is multiplied
by Φ in Eq. [51], the enthalpy is convected at the modified Mach number. Only the internal
energy component of the enthalpy can be affected by grid motion. Thus, the product of
pressure and grid velocity must be added back in. This is taken in account in the pressure
vector in Eq. [51] with the following modification:





The following mathematical formulation of the 6-DoF model strongly parallels the descrip-
tion presented by Murman et al. [84]. The quaternion representing the orientation is given
by:
p = [e0, e1, e2, e3] (69)
The transformation matrix to convert from the body reference frame to the global





1 − 12 e1e2 − e0e3 e1e3 + e0e2




2 − 12 e2e3 − e0e1
e1e3 − e0e2 e2e3 + e0e1 e20 + e23 − 12
 (70)
The inertia matrix must be provided as input, and is denoted by Ib.
The applied moment (M) to the system is computed in the global frame directly from
the flowfield solution. The moment must be converted to the body frame:
Mb = A−1M (71)
The angular accelerations can be computed using Euler’s equations in the body frame
and solving for ω̇b.




1 − (Ib2 − Ib3)ωb2ωb3




2 − (Ib3 − Ib1)ωb3ωb1




3 − (Ib1 − Ib2)ωb1ωb2
(72)
The angular accelerations are then integrated in time using a 2nd order mid-point
scheme, providing the angular velocities in the body frame.
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The angular velocities are then used to update the actual orientation of the configuration




A separate module for solving the mass-spring system has been implemented within NASCART-
GT. The governing equation for a simple mass-spring-damper system is given by
mü (t) + cu̇ (t) + ku (t) = f (u, t) (74)
where m is the mass, c is the damping coefficient, k is the spring stiffness, and f is the forcing
function. The displacement is given by u, and derivatives are with respect to time. The
system is integrated numerically using the Newmark integration method, which is detailed
in Appendix D. The implementation of this method is validated by examining free and
forced oscillator motion, both assuming zero damping.
C.1 Free Mass Spring System
Assuming a damping coefficient of zero and a forcing function equal to zero, the governing
equation reduces to
mü (t) + ku (t) = 0 (75)
where the general solution is given by
u (t) = A1cos (ωnt) +A2sin (ωnt) (76)
where ωn is the natural frequency, defined by ωn =
√
k
m . The constants, A1 and A2 are
determined based on the initial conditions, u(0) = uo and u̇(0) = u̇o, resulting in




The problem parameters and initial conditions were chosen to provide a physically sim-
ilar character to the 1-D piston problem studied. The initial displacement is set to zero,
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while the initial velocity is set to 20 m/s. The mass and spring stiffness are set to 0.8 kg
and 8,000 N/m respectively.
The displacement history is shown in Fig. 112. Three time steps were studied, all result-
ing in nearly indistinguishable displacement histories, which is why only a single simulation
is shown in the figure.
Figure 112: The displacement history is shown as a result of the numerical integration of
the undamped, free response, mass-spring system.
The L1 error is shown in Fig. 113. The difference in solution error is now clearly
presented as a function of time step. The maximum error within each oscillation period is
plotted as symbols with lines connecting the reported data. The error clearly diminishes
along with the time step. Additionally, the error tends towards an asymptotic value as
simulation time increases.
The order of accuracy is graphically represented in Fig. 114, where the error is plotted
against the time step. The slope of the error on the log plot indicates the order of accuracy.
For comparison, three separate instances in time have been presented, each with a slope
just under a value of 2 (indicative of 2nd order accuracy).
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Figure 113: Time history of L1 error. The displacement history is added to provide a refer-
ence. The L1 error is shown for three different time steps, with the maximum error within
each period of oscillation included. As the simulation progresses in time, the maximum
displacement maintains a high level of accuracy compared to the points in time when the
displacement is near zero, and the mass is moving at maximal velocity.
Figure 114: Time step convergence shown for three different time steps, processed at three
separate instances in time.
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C.2 Forced Mass Spring System
Now, if the forcing function is permitted to be nonzero, while still maintaining zero damping,
the governing equation becomes
mü (t) + ku (t) = f (u, t) (78)
A sinusoidal forcing function is applied to the system, as this is similar to the expected
forcing function in the 1-D FSI problem. The applied forcing function is chosen to be
f (u, t) = Pocos (Ωt) (79)
where Po is the amplitude of the forcing function, Ω is the frequency of the driving force,
and the general solution is given by




where r = Ωωn . The constants, A1 and A2 are determined based on the initial conditions,














In order to specify the forcing function such that it represents the driving fluid motion
of the corresponding FSI problem, the frequency and amplitude must be approximately
matched. This requires a driving frequency of approximately 1, 030rad/s. Since the fluid
pressure in the FSI problem is expected to vary up to 13, 000Pa from the equilibrium
condition of 101, 325Pa, a forcing amplitude of 13, 000N is used (applied loading area
equals 1m2). Thus, Po = 13, 000Pa.
The L1 error is shown in Fig. 116. The difference in solution error is now clearly
presented as a function of time step. The maximum error within each oscillation period is
plotted as symbols with lines connecting the reported data. The error clearly diminishes
along with the time step. Additionally, the error tends towards an asymptotic value as
simulation time increases.
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Figure 115: The displacement history is shown as a result of the numerical integration of
the forced mass-spring system.
Figure 116: Time history of L1 error. The displacement history is added to provide a
reference. The L1 error is shown for three different time steps, with the maximum error
within each period of oscillation included.
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The order of accuracy is graphically represented in Fig. 117, where the error is plotted
against the time step. The slope of the error on the log plot indicates the order of accuracy.
For comparison, three separate instances in time have been presented, each with a slope
just under a value of 2 (indicative of 2nd order accuracy).
Figure 117: Time step convergence shown for three different time steps, processed at three




The Newmark method is a common method used for numerically solving differential equa-
tions, particularly with the dynamic response of structures. The method provides update
equations for the state and its time derivative.






ün + β∆t2ün+1 (82)
u̇n+1 = u̇n + (1− γ) ∆tün + γ∆tün+1 (83)
The parameters, β and γ, are set based on the desired numerical properties of the
scheme. The constant acceleration method is used, where γ = 12 and β =
1
4 .
Solving these equations requires a means for evaluating the acceleration at time n+ 1.
This is determined using the governing equations of interest, which in this case is that of
the damped harmonic oscillator:
mü (t) + cu̇ (t) + ku (t) = f (u, t) (84)




ün+1 = fn+1 − c [u̇n + (1− γ) ∆tün]−
k
[












A discussion on the accuracy of the numerical schemes is presented by considering the
advection of an entropy wave. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the implemented
order of accuracy compared to the designed order of accuracy of the flux schemes. The
physical problem produces smooth variations in flow properties, providing a useful test
case. This problem is studied in Ref. [29], with a brief analysis presented here to enhance
the current discussion on numerical accuracy. Dimensionless flow properties are considered,
with freestream conditions of ρ∞ = u∞ = p∞ = 1. The general solution to the problem is
given by Eq. 86.
ρ (x, t) = ρ∞ +Asin (π (x− u∞t)) (86)
The amplitude is set to A = 0.1, and the grid dimensions are set to [xmin, xmax] =
[0.0m, 2.0m]. The initial condition for density is specified according to Eq. 86 at t = 0
and is illustrated in Fig. 118. Periodic boundary conditions are specified at the domain
edges. The simulations were run for a flow time of t = 2s, which results in a final analytic
solution that is identical to the initial condition.
Several grid refinements were studied with the number of computational cells ranging
from 32 to 256. The time step was set to ∆t = 0.002s, using the 3rd order TVD Runge-
Kutta time scheme, along with the AUSM+up2 inviscid flux scheme. Comparisons are
made between the structured stencil-based numerical methods and the unstructured finite
volume methods. The L1, L2, and L∞ errors are shown in Figs. 119 - 121.
The structured stencil-based approach is identified by the 1st Order, the 2nd Order
MUSCL 2 No Limiter, the 2nd Order MUSCL 2 MinMod, and the 3rd Order WENO 3. The
unstructured stencil-based approach is identified by FVM 1st Order, FVM 2nd Order No
Limiter, and FVM 2nd Order Limiter.
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Figure 118: Entropy wave advection: initial condition.
The L1 error plot in Fig. 119, demonstrates the implemented accuracy for all the schemes
identified above. It is clear that all schemes using the structured stencil-based approach
demonstrate 1st order accuracy, despite the intended accuracy ranging from 1st to 3rd order
accuracy. The 1st order accurate unstructured stencil-based FVM approach demonstrates
1st order accuracy as it should, and agrees with the 1st order structured scheme. However,
the unstructured FVM approach correctly demonstrates 2nd order accuracy. The L2 and L∞
error plots further demonstrate these results. The implications of these results are significant
when considering the use of the structured stencil-based schemes throughout much of this
thesis. Discussions on the impact of this are detailed where appropriate throughout the
previous sections of this document.
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Figure 119: L1 error for entropy wave advection simulations.
Figure 120: L2 error for entropy wave advection simulations.
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Figure 121: L∞ error for entropy wave advection simulations.
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